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Baby Show a Success.
rt

Clovis.

It is estimated that between
one hundred and two hundred
children visited the store be- tween the hours of two and five
p. m. and that from sixty to
seventy five baties participated
in the contest.
, ,
a
Claude Gilliean,
three
months old babe, whose parents
reside on a claim near Claud,
won first prize and Edna Spade,
the 13 months old child of Mr.
and Mrs. W. E. Spade, of Clovis

News-Luika-

rt

Fattuon Buys Farm.
proprietor

of the Clovis Creamery has

pur-

chased the Loring place, three
miles east of Clovis, near the
Liberty school house, for a
said to be about
con-idarati'- m

00.

Pattison will move his
family to the new home which
he will improve and stock with
high grade dairy cows and other
Rood stock.
Those who know Mr. Pattison
feel satisfied that within a
short time he will have one of
the Model Curry County farms,
which will be equivalent or superior to a government experiment station.
Mr.

Know lea Goes to California.
Knowles, our worthy
agent,
leaves soon for
Ration
'jOs Ansreles, California, to accept a responsible position with
the Santa Fe. He will join
his family in Los Angeles,
and make that city his future
Mr. Knowles makes
home.
the change for the benefit of
his little daughter's health.
The vacancy as freight agent
was filled by L. R. Conardy, of
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$1.00 PER YEAR

Fleming Wins Silo Prize.

Chamber of Commerce Will Name Committees Friday
Night and Work Will Be Started at Once.
The boom for the big Curry
county fair has been launched
and the dates have been named.
Last year the county fair
was a great
success and
it is the idea to make the one
this year a greater success. To
do this, it is going to take the
united effort of the business
men of Clovis and a liberal donation of prize money. Merchants who do not care to contribute financially , may give
merchandise as prizes.
It is the plan to again use
Oldham's big tent that was used
on the previous occasion and on
silo day. The vacant lots west
and north of the Owen buildi ng

S. M. Pitkins and Miss Millie
Horn, both of Claud, were mar-

ried at the Methodist parsonage
by Rev. W. R. Evans, Wednesday, the 3rd.
The groom is a prosperous
farmer and the bride is charming and accomplished young lady of that neighborhood.
Congratulations.
Keith W. Edwards,

one of

the most prominent legalities of
Fort Sumner was in the city
Saturday in the interest of the
melon day celebration to be
held in the river city on Sept.
10th. Mr. Edwards says that

plenty of free cantaloupes and
watermelons will be dispensed
to all who can come. In addition, a splendid program of racing, bronco busting and general
sports has been arranged,
The
celebration will terminate with
a grand ball at the new pavil-lio- n
in the evening.
Last Wednesday while
passing through Ft. Sumner in a
buggy I lost my coat out of the
buggy. Finder will confer a
favor by notifying H, A. Scant-H-

Lost.

n.

Clovis, N. M.

has been suggested as the location for the fair ground this
time.
The committees to be appointed are those on general arrangements, finance, music and
exhibits.
At the conclusion of the
county fair, it it planned to
send the exhibits to the Panhandle State Pair at Amarillo
and to the State Fair at Albuquerque both of which begin
on Oct. 6th.
It is thought that more beneficial results will accrue from
sending the exhibit to the
Amarillo Fair than to the Albuquerque Fair. However, the

Railroad Work Soon.
Altus Roswell and Pacific
Line to be Extended to
Roswell Next Year.
Memphis, Texas, Aug.
dge
J. M. Elliott, resident attorney here for theAltus, Roswell and Pacific railroad, has
just been officially advised that
renewed construction will begin
on this road on the 15th of next
January. This road when fully
completed according to present
plans will extend from Altus.
Okla., to Roswell, N. M., and
will have rails in the five Texas
counties of Collinsworth, Hall,
Briscoe. Floyd, and Lubbock,
before crossing the line into New
Mexico, and will give these
counties direct Katy and Santa
Fe connections. Over 100 miles
of grading on this line is already
in place in Texas, which will,
however, require considerable
new work to fit it for tie laying.
The new grading will probably
begin at Wellington, Collins-wortcounty. T ubbock Avalanche.
C. E Dennis and H. L. Pat-to- n
returned from Oklahoma
Saturday night where they had
been for a week on legal business.
Mr. Dennis stated that he
would rather reside in New
Mexico and just make a living
than in Oklahoma and make
money during the present condition of drouth and business
He stated
depression.
that
crops there with but few exceptions are destroyed by the protracted drouth and intense heat.
26.-Ju-

-

h

The Santa Fe railroad is erecting a watering trough at Hereford which will enable the
through fast trains to take water while running at a speed of
This is the
60 miles an hour.
to be built
trough
first watering
in Texas. The Santa Fe is installing every time saving device applicable to this western
country on the plains divisions.
is comWhen the Texico Cut-of- f
probabwill
Fe
pleted the Santa
ly have the fastest track in Texas, between Slaton and Clovis.
Slaton Slatonite.

state fair being a home attraction, the exhibit will be divided
and sent to both places.
The same idea will probably
be adopted, as last year in putting exhibits on a competitive
basis and that each community
will have seperate
display
booths.
Special attention will be given
to live stock exhibits as it is the

plan to make this the greatest
live stock show ever
held in
Clovis.
It is also possible

that

In company with Alex Shipley.
Steed and Claud Downing,
the News reporter went out to
Farmer Fleming's place Saturday to inspect his new silo. Mr.
Fleming started his hundred
ton silo on Tuesday and had it
finished and ready for insilage
on Saturday thereby winning
prize of $25.00
the first
offered by the Chamber of
Mr. Wallace was
Commerce.
the first to complete the underground silo and al&o won $25
which was offered to the first
eight who completed silos. The
silo committee composed of C.
E. Dennis, E. R. Hart, B. D.
Oldham and Walter Cramer
went out Sunday and inspected
the silos of Messrs. Fleming,
Wallace and Humphrey and
have awarded them the prizes.
A number of silos will be completed in time for the fall crop.
C. V.
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Roswell.
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Curry County Fair Dates
Set For October

won second prize.
Claud Gilliean is the Model
Curry county baby and all who
saw the "chunky" little fellow
say that the judges made no
mistake in their decision.
Evidence of the advertising
value of the Clovis News was
fully demonstratrd in the
Curry county baby
show. The News alone adA Draw Bout.
vertised this event and no othYoung
Sweeney, of Chicago,
newspaper
even
mentioned
er
it, yet it was a big success-am- ple and "Kid" Anaya, of Trinidad,
proof this, that News i ought ten fast rounds to a
draw Monday night at the Cloadvertisements are read.
vis
Club
Athletic
arena.
Sweeney
good
showed
form
Earnest Kingery Hurt.
and
landed
frequently
on
his
As mail carrier Bennet was
opponent
but
with
the
e!ht
traveling his usual route Wednesday and when a short dis- ounce gloves he was unable to
tance beyond the Mansfield effect a knock out. Anaya
residence east of town, he no- showed his old time endurance
appeared to have the best
ticed a man lying near the road and
in the clinch fighting freof
it
and a horse nearby. The man
quently hammering on Sween-ey- s
was unconscious and a broken
back which many of the
fence post gave evidence that
believe
fans
time would
the horse had dashed into the have broken inopponent
his
down.
fence and the rider thrown.
boxing
was
the
It
cleanest
Mr. Bennett brought the injured man to town where he exhibition ever staged in Clovis
and ajl were well pleased with
was treated by Dr. A. L. Dilthe entertainment.
Referee
lon who, though unable to tell
decision calling it a
Hunnicutt's
definitely, thinks the injuries
draw at the end of the tenth
will not prove serious.
round met with general approMr. Kingery, the injured
val.
man resides four and one half
miles southwest of town.
Pitkins-Hor-

D. C.

...
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Curry
The News-Luikacounty baby show held at Luik-art'- s
big department store last
Saturday afternoon
was the
greatest success of anything of
the kind ever attempted in

Will H. Pattison,

I

har-

ness races and other sporting
Labor Day Services.
attractions will be held. ReA most excellent meeting was
member the date Oct. 1st and
held at the Lyceum Theatre
2nd.
Sunday evening in which the
joint choirs of the city took part.
Arrested for Shooting Quail In the early part of the evening
Out of Season.
the band under the leadership of
A telegram from Tony Ortiz Mr. Johnson rendered a number
Dep. Game Warden at Albuquer- of beautiful sacred pieces on the
que last night to game warden sidewalk before entering the
The choir was under
Trinidad C. DeBaca, told of the building.
leadership
of Mrs. Roose,
arrest at Albuquerque of F. V. the
sweetly
who
also
sang a solo.
La n ham end F. A. Doran,
charged with shooting quail out Messrs. Jones, Hockenhull,
and Swartz composed a
of season.
The arrests were
quartette
of good voice s in singupon
telegram from Dep.
made
Game Warden Rain bolt, of Ros- ing a most excellent selection.
Dr.
Moore
gave an
well, who alleges that the shooting was done in Chavez county. address on "What I Believe."
A. W. Hockenhull delivered an
address on "Social Unrest"
Nathan Jaffa, of Roswell, which was timely and well reformer secretary of the state, ceived. Lewis Mersfelder delivwas in Clovis Monday en route ered a good address on ' 'Social
Reform" which was both logical
from Las Vegas to his home.
spicy and full of good sugThe body of Sam Perkins, and
Rev. W. R. Evans,
gestions.
who recently died at Fort Sumlogical, fluent and forcealways
ner, passed through Clovis last
spoke on "Christ and Lawesk enroute to his old home in ful
in such an exemplary
bor."
Texas for interment,
manner as to make every labor
Cliff Oliver has been tran sfer ing man feel proud that he was
red from the road masters office engaged in the honest pursuit
to the material house depart- of making an "honest" living.
ment and Lester Bayless has The man who toils not and the
been transferred from Vaughn political grafter who stands in
to the position in the roadmast-er'- s with the ring had no defenders
office.
at this meeting.
Special labor
day services
The members of the Presbywere conducted at the Lyceum
terian church and their friends
theatre Sunday night and al- enjoyed
an old time hay ride and
threat-ing.
though the weather was
Thursday.
The crowd
a crowd, estimated at four
high school
assembled
at
the
hundred, attended the services.
building where they all got
A special musical program was
conveyances to enjoy a
arranged and the band gave a aboard
jolly hay ride. After the ride
sacred concert.
the merry-makerreturned to
D. M. Simmons and wife re- the school grounds and in the
turned from Tennessee this cool of the evening spread a
week and will again make Clo- most delicious and appetizing
vis their home. They say crops supper, consisting of sandwiches
look better in Curry county chicken, pickles, jellies, eggs,
than any section they have fruits, ice cream, cake, and
traversed since leaving Ten- everything else to make up a
most sumptuous spread.
nessee.
Mc-B-

ee

pic-ni- c

s

The News is indebted to Victor Nelson for a large juicy
peach raised without irrigation
on his farm five miles southMr. Nelson
west of Clovis.
says lhat he protected the trees
from the late frosts last spring
by simply covering them with
blankets and that in this manner he will have several bushels of good peschest

D. V. Walker came up from
Roswell the first of the week
and is looking about the coun-

try with the object of buying
more land.
Miss Clyde Wilson, of Hereford, Texas arrived this week
and will teach a mUsic class
this winter in Clovis.
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"PLAY" COMES HIGH

ROCKEFELLER'S

It costs John D. Rockefeller 11.000.-00every year to "play" with his
6,000-acrestate at Pocantlco Hills,
and he thoroughly enjoys the game In
spite of the high cost of living His
land Is to him what a pile of sand Is
In- fftct. he haa changed
to a child
old Mother Earth's face so much every year that the inhabitants have to
come around to get acquainted. Mr.
Rockefeller removes hills or fills valleys Just as It pUases his whim.
Mr. Rockefeller also "plays" with
He has Just finished
hlc houses.
spending $1,000,000 on his own home
to add ten bedrooms, and was looking
around for something new to play
with whe his stable was burned. Now
It is said he was not satisfied with It.
and when It Is rebuilt it will havo an
extra story. It Is also hinted that his
son's home does not quite suit him.
and he Intends this fall to add another
story to It
t Ponantlco Hills Mr.
When
the morning, and In the afternoon he plays with his
0

e

The families of score of striking mill employes of Ipswich, Mass., have been evicted from their homes and
cooking, eating and sleeping in the streets.

IN POLITICAL SNARL
al of the feudal system.

And it was

Jap Parties Formed About Men Ozakl himself who has Just led a bolt
from the selyukal on the ground that
Rather Than Principles.
satd party was no standing firmly
enough for principles, but was compromising with the Satsuma clan element
In forming the Yamamoto cabinet.
The feature mentioned above has
naturally evolved another peculiar feature; not only party ties, but party
principles, have been too loose. Or
Tokyo, Japan. Japanese politics is tho reverse may be partly economic,
well nigh inexplicable to many per- and these have bean so vague and
sons, especially occidentals. The sud- Indefinite, party ties have been very
den and frequent changes of cabinets, loose.
The party platforms have too
in part or in whole, are difficult to un- often consisted of glittering generalAnd, while wo can make ities and lacking positively distln- derstand.
no claim to a perfect understating of
the mysteries, we may be able to
throw a little light on the subject
In the first place, it should be kept
In mind that political parties in Japan
ere more personal than political. Factions and parties have formed around
men rather than measures, around
persons more than principles. The history of political parties in New Japan
HiHBk.
jattmttf
saw
may be divided into five periods, as
follows:
Embryonic period.
Oorganizing period.
8
Developing period.
influential period.
1911
Predominant period.
The chief political parties which
have been organized in Japan during
the past 30 years ha,vo all illustrated
the point Just mentioned. Th- - first
vo.rty in the field was the Jlyuto, or
liberal party, which was organized by
Count (then Mr.) Itagakl, and which SB1T 8MBeBeeiBeTeB
iSS Hat i EB
consisted hugely of his personal following. The next party was the
Emperor of Japan.
party,
sbimpoto, or progressive
which was started by Mr. (now Count) gulshing principles.. In some cases
Okuma and his friends. The chief dif- there have been clearly defined Isference In these two parties, so far as sues as between conservatives and libprinciples were concerned, was that erals, but In general there have been
the liberals wete more radical than distinctions without differences. For
the progressives; but the greater dif- instance, on such an important Issue
ference was the personal one. lu more as the increase of tho land tax the
recent days it has been Uo and his same party has been wcrklng, now In
proteges who have dominated the support, now In opposition. All parselyukal. Small factions have rallied ties and factions having too often
around smaller men; whlln personal been found guilty of opportunism.
Another peculiar feature of parties
considerations have largely caused
in Japan is the almost complete lack
splits in factions and parties.
Mayor Ozakl has pointed out, of grouping on economic class lines.
As
this feature is a not unnatural surviv- - There have been geographical lineups.
Conditions Are Well Nigh Inexplicable
to Many Result Is Considerable
Confusion Different Periods of
Country's Political Progress.

1867-188-

2

1882-189-

0
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DEATH OF THE SLEEPING MAN
Drops Into River During
Attack of Coma Was Well
Known In U. 8.

A. F. Mann

London Well known In the United
6tates. Canada and Derbyshire as "the
Fitzgerald
man." Arthur
sleeping
the son of a
Mann, aged forty-six- ,
magistrate, died recently under
peculiar circumstances
Mann left the United State Id AprU
last and on arriving In Derbyshire he
fell asleep for a week. On recovering
be starf 1 for Bakewell. but fell aslnep
on the road and did not wake for five
oays In America and Canada he had
frequent sleeping attacks which lasted
tor a week.
He was lately found on the bank of
the River Latbkil wet and unconscious
and taken to the Bakewell workhouse
infirmary, where be died without reTho medical
covering a nsclousness
of! cer wat of the opinion that when
r" Rf on the bank of the Lathkil
he was seized wfth one of hi
k and fell into the wathe doctor.
lu shock said
it
Duf-fiel-

d

would produce sufficient stimulus for
Mann to get out, and when he reached
the bank there would be a relapse.
With bis clothing saturated, be remained on the bank for four or five
hours before being removed to the infirmary.
Death was attributed to shock produced by cold and exposure. The
man's sister, who identified the body,
ate. tod that American doctors said be
was subject to attacks of coma.

r.
WAS VERY CHEEKY STOWAWAY
How a Young Man Traveled First
Class Without Paying So Much
as a Cent.

art

Rockefeller plays golf In
estate.
On his estate he employs
to 1,10,000 a month.

STEPS

which have been partly economic, and
there have teen attempts to line up
the business men toegther. But, as
Indicated above, even the land tax Issue has not succeeded in forming any
permanent alignment, and the tariff
question has not yet affected the political situation.
The burning topic of socialism has
not made any perceptible Impression
on the political world of Japan. Several years ago a socialistic party" was
organized, but was speedily forbidden
and suppressed by the government.
Moreover, the anarchist conspiracy
against the emperor only served to
Increase the severity of the officials
toward socialists of all kinds good,
bad or indifferent Therefore, there Is
no socialist party.

and sixty teams.

700 men

INTO

HIS

BOSS'

His pay roll amounts

JOB

Representative John A. Key of
Marlon, Ohio, Is not the first private
secretary to a congressman to step
Into his boss' job In the house, but It
is a rare enough thing when it dons
happen. John Key was secretary of
the late Representative Carl Anderson for four years, and learned
enough of the practical side of politics
to get twice as many votes as his
Republican opponent last fall.
Key takes his place now with a
fine and distinguished line of former
For Instance, Senator
secretaries.
Morris Sheppard of Texas, who went
to the upper bouse March 4, was once
secretary to his father in the house of
representativesGovernor Cox of
Ohio, once a representative,
started
In to do big things when he was secretary to P. J. 8org, the tobacco man.
CAT ON STEEPLE JUMPS OFF Representative A. T. Smith of Idaho
walked out of the late Senator
Leaps Distance of 76 Feet to Brick
office right Into his seat In the
Pavement and Appears to Be
house. He had been secretary to the
Unhurt.
senator for years. Representative Lever of South Carolina was secretary
to Dr. Stokes of that state. Wyatt Aiken of South Carolina was secretary to
Meridian, Miss. The fire departnis ratner, wno was in congress before mm. uepresemauve urisp ot ueorgia
ment was called to the Central Meth- was secretary of his famous father, once speaker of the house, and Repreodist church to take from the high sentative Robertson of Louisiana succeeded bis father alter acting as lecre-tar- y
steeple of the church a cat that had
to him
been disturbing worship and making
some very mournful sounds for about
ROBERT BACON MADE SPECIAL ENVOY
a week. All efforts to entice the cat
to come down failed, so the fire departAnnouncement has been made by
ment ran up the aerial ladder and
the Carnegie Foundation for Internawent after the mouser.
tional Peace, a 110,000.000 organisaSeeing the firemen approaching the
tion, that Robert Bacon, former secrefeet to the
cat jumped seventy-fiv- e
tary of state and ambassador to Paris,
brick paving below and wan stunned
will tour South America as the repfor a while, but one of Its proverbial
resentative of the Carnegie Foundalives came back and It was soon all
tion.
right The cat bad been without food
Part of the work which the Carand was very emaciated.
negie Foundation has taken to itself
Is the promotion of better relationHeld Under "Whit Slav" Law.
ships between the United States and
Louisville, Ky. Because he smiled
other countries by means of unofficial
Minnie Bell
at her, sixteen-year-ol- d
emissaries and exchanges of uui
Wallace says she left her home la
verslty professors. Mr. Baron was seBvansville and came to Louisville with
as being one of ibe most dislected
man
Hocbhalber,
a
a
check
for
Alger
tinguished men ci the United States
transfer company. The girl's father
and bis task will be to further the
's
traced them here and caused
mutual understandings between the
arreBt for violating the "white
Latin and the North Americans. He
slave" law. Hochhalber has a wife
will tour all of South America, visitand Infant child in Evansvllle.
ing every country except Colombia,
and will meet most of the public men
Seeks to Avoid Lightning.
of each country,
it la expctert that
Congers, N. Y. Because his home
be probably wit) deMver many lectures
here has been struck by lightning four
Id Latln.American capitals and other Urge cities duiing bis trip.
times within a month, Theodore
Mr. Bacon Is now on a tour around the world, going east He will sail
Is now covering it with ce'
from Europe next fall for Rio de' Janeiro.
ment and asbestos shingles.
-

Hey-burn'- s

--

Hoch-halber-

Sera-lnding- er

himself at home and agreeable to all,
as he was able to do with the six languages he speaks, and received every
attention.
But be dodged stewards and pursers
at such times as bis ticket was likely
to be called tor, and managed to slip
into vacant staterooms for bis lodging. When the steamer reached here
late one night last week a thuader-storaided in his escape, for a bolt
struck the steamer, and A the excitement Qreenberger walked off the boat
without detention.
For all his accomplishments, however, he was deficient in logic, for ha
later went to Ellis Island to seek a
position as linguist In the quizzing
he was subjected to there an officer
recognized him as a fellow who had
been taken as a stowaway from another large steamer last winter, and then
confessed to his latest exploit
He
will probably be deported.

SAYRE

HEADS

WELFARE

BUREAU

Francis B. Sayre, whoso engagement to Miss Jessie Wilson, daughter
of President Wilson, was announced
some time ago. was appointed head
of the abandonment bureau In District Attorney Whitman's office In
New York city the other day.
He
formerly was In the complaint bureau
"You'll hear some harrowing stories," said Joseph O. Skiuner, former
head ot the bureau, as be turned over
the office to his successor. "I hope It
won't discourage you regarding marriage nor make a misogynist out ot
you."
"Nothing could do that now," was
the response.
Mr Sayre 1 greatly Interested In
the study of sociology and entered tbe
district attorney' office with tbe Idea
of getting first hand information of
other people' trouble under more
favorable conditions than In a settle-

New York. The "cheekiest'' stowaway that ever fell Into tue bands of
the Kills Island Immigration authorities is Joseph Greeuberger. a young
man with a studious air and the easy,
cosmopolitan ways of a traveler, who
owns that he came to America as a
Blew Self to Piece.
ment
first class passenger on one of th?
Mich. Placing a
Grand Rapid.
It also developed that Mr. Robert
palatial liners without paying a cent stick of dynamite on top of his bead H. Sayre, Mr. Sayre' mother,
ta plac ing to build a home
for his passage
He just
walked and lighting the fuse. John Abo, a mothers will receive care. She has ati ned a lease for prope
aboard the steamship Fiance, madr farmer, committed suicide here.
U 1., and the borne will be built in Uw fall

ant
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MAKE CHANGE IN MENU EGGS FROM THE FARM
DI8HE8 WITHOUT MEAT AFFORD
VARIETY TO DIET.
Imported Rod pes Economical and UnusualItalian Methods of Combining Macaroni and Eggs In
Appetizing Manner.

Should Be Gathered Often and
Kept in Dry Place.
In Handling, Marketing and Shipping
They Should Not Bo Exposed to
Draughts and Should Bs

cell appears, which Increases In sis
as the contents shrink from evaporation. Shrunken eggs may bo detected by "candling." or by gently shaking when held to the ear. When tho
"gurgle" of the contents is distinct,
The memthe egg is questionable.
brane of such eggs is often ruptured
In handling and shipping, resulting la
In
"frothy" eggs, of poor quality.
the summer, eggs should receive tho
same care and consideration as sweet
milk and cream, and be marketed
dally, if possible They should not bo
exposed to draughts of warm air,
and should be protected from tho
rays of the sun and moisture. in
handling, marketing and shipping.
Moisture Is the main cause of rot
ten eggs. Nests on the ground or
In wet straw, together with damp collars and moist "fillers" In egg cases.
are mainly responsible for this con
dition. A fresh egg will absorb
odors as rapidly as fresh milk.
s
Mustiness or moldy growth In
or fillers will taint the egg and
lower its quality. Eggs should not
or in
be stored In muoy cellars,
rooms with fruit, vegetables or fish.
The chickens should never be allowed to drink filthy water, be fed musty
vegetables,
grain or strong-flavoreas onions and garlic, nor given access
to decaying meat or substances that
will flavor the product and impair
Its quality.

Properly Protected.
Although meat furnishes heat for
tho body, and therefore Is necessary
fWy N K CHAPMAN.)
in cold countries and cold seasons, a
The common causes of loss may be
relief from a meat diet Is welcomed Classed under several heads: Small
by every one and affords a variety to eggs,
dirty eggs, breakage, shrunken
a diet that gives beneficial results.
and rotten eggs, moldy and flavored
Body
Human
of
Uncie Sam Can Gauge Horsepower
The combination dishes lit in very eggs. Eggs must weigh two ounces
well, furnishing in
double and or over to be classed as No. 1. Lightthy makes It his business to find what triple form a more their
appetising
and er eggs should be consumed on the
food is adapted for the best results nourishing
fare. Those allow the farm, rather than be sold at a refrom the majority.
housewife to ring the changes on one duced price. Like eggs too small,
He described his unique departs
dish and to uee
in an ateggs abnormally large or misshaped
ment In his workshop, surrounded by tractive form.
should
be used at home, for such will
an endless series of laboratory instruWe can resort to European coun be easily
In the case, and
ments, ovens, graduated scales and tries for Inspiration.
Prance, Italy, arc always crushed
classed as "seconds."
queer tubes and pipes where every- Germany give countless recipes that
About five eggs out of each hunthing under the sun is concocted and are economical and unusual.
They
cooked up, to see how many calories, are good to eat, too a very important dred marketed are classed as "dlr-how much nitrogen and how much en- fact to be considered.
you want to ergy it will give the human body when
In Italy there is a wealth of cheap,
WASHINGTON. If horsepower
and it's eaten.
nourishing dishes which every house
the amount of energy you can genIn the laboratory la a respiration
keeper gives
meat Is not re
erate under any given condition, call calorimeter, a chamber In which quired. One of.when
the favorite dishes of
on Professor Langworthy
at the Uncle Sam's scientists put subjects to the Italian Is macaroni and eggs comchemistry bureau, department of ag- measure the energy which the subject bined in numerous clever ways.
riculture, and he can give you the an- gives off while be Is engaged in difDAMAGE BY ALFALFA WEEVIL
Italian Malgre
The macaswer. He can register your horse- ferent tasks and while fed different roni, boiled until Dishes.
creamy and thick,
power as easily as the engine manu- diets of food, v
and never hardened in the oven until
Larvae From Eggs Laid In Stems of
facturer rates his engines.
The apparatus Itself Is six and a the uppermost layer resembles pieces
Plants Work Much Injury by
To Professor Langworthy the hu- half feet square and of the same of bark instead of flour paste, is mixed
Feeding Upon the Buds.
Eggs
Dozen
Every
Leave
Out
That
of
man body Is but a machine. He Is height There" is a window in the with sliced, hard boiled eggs and
Bo
Are
to
Fit
the
Farm,
Ten
but
the chief of division of nutritive In- side to permit light for reading or cheese, with tomatoes dellclously fried
Although in the middle west no
Delivered to Customer.
vestigations, and solves the problems studying, a couch, to permit the sub- in butter, with poached eggs sprinkled
alfalfa harming Insect has yet caused
of food values. Like any other en- ject to lie down; a pipe through with grated cheese, with fish or with ties." These are stained, smeared, widespread damage, Utah farmers
gine, the human body has a maxi- which air enters, and another through chestnuts in many different ways.
muddy, or covered with filth. The have a serious pest to contend with
mum capacity ot so tuany foot pounds which it is expelled. The expelled air
Macaroni and Chestnuts. Take 20 odor of whatever soils the ogg will known as the alfalfa weevil. It made
of energy, and. to generate this, a cer Is caught and its components
chestnuts. Grill them. Then remove soou penetrate the shell and flavor Its first appearance in 1907, coming
for part of the food you eat the skins, and cut the kernels
tain amount of fuel in the form of
in the contents.
Market eggs should from Europe. The adult weevil is a
food Is necessary.
Doctor Langwor is expelled with every breath.
inch
halves. Cook some macaroni in salted never be washed, as they take odors hard shelled beetle, about
water, add the chestnuts and when more rapidly and soon are stale. Eggs long, brown in color with a darker
cooked, drain and add butter, salt, pep- may be washed, however, for use at
Cause Much Laughter in Senate per and grated cheese. Turn into a home. Eggs carried to market in
buttered fireproof dlsb, and place In bran are generally classed as "dir
the oven, after sprinkling the top with ties." The bran adheres
Henry M. Rose, assistant
to the
WHEN
fine breadcrumbs and melted butter. shell, and is difficult to remove.
of the senate, arrived
Serve when brown.
at his office the other day he wore a
It is estimated that eight per cent
Patate Alia Provenzale. A favorite of the eggs are broken in moving
harassed, hunted look. His mood was
potato dish to be served as a dish by from producer to consumer. Checknot lifted when Senator Oalllnger enitself is known as "patate alia pro- ed, dented or leaking eggs soon sour,
tered with a hearty "Good morning"
venzale." The Italian cook places a and must be marketed at greatly reand an apparently radiant emlle. Mr.
large lump of butter In a saucepan. duced prices. If checked or broken
Rose gritted his teeth and showed
She adds to It a few spoonfuls of the on the way to market, they should be
symptoms of apoplexy. This was the
best cooking oil, finely pared lemon taken home for use in the family.
reason:
Adult Male of tho Alfalfa Weevil,
peel, finely chopped shallots, a little
Eggs should be gathered often and
Secretary Rose, acting as reading
Greatly Enlarged.
grated
nutmeg,
pepper
and kept in a cool, dry place until the
salt,
Mr. Rose appealed to
clerk, was struggling through the first
marketing. stripe down the back. It lives over
opportunity
pages of the tariff bill the day before Marshall, but the latter was obdurate. minced parsley. 8b e then peels and first
for
Pitching his voice so It reached for out slices some potatoes, and turns them Broody hens should be taken from winter in sheltered places much the
when Senator Galllnger arose.
"We have now reached paragraph side the senate chamber and with an Into the frying pan. She cooks them the nests at once, and confined by same as chinch bugs and in the early
14," said the senator gravely. "While agonized expression on bis face, Mr. until nicely brown, but not hard. The themselves, unless needed for hatch- spring lays Its eggs In the alfalfa
fire Is not too quick. Plnally. she ing purposes. After the hatching sea- Btems. The larvae from these eggs
the secretary bad been doing very well Rose called off the various Items.
"Toluid'ne. xylldln. cumldin. blnt- - sprinkles lemon juice over them, and son is over, all roosters should be do the damage by feeding upon the
t hope he will read this clearly and
hands slices of iemon with the dish.
trotoluol," he chanted. "Binitrobenzol
old or confined, and not allowed to buds for a period of about six weeks
distinctly."
They make, besides,
if unmolested.
"Coal tar products known as anldine benzidln, tolidln, dlanlaldln, naphtybenzaldehyde. another malgre dish in Germany of
Control methods recommended by
oil and salts and various other ar- lamin, diphenylamin,
nltro-toluo-l,
spinach and rice. While the spinach
the Utah station include keeping the
ticles," began Mr. Rose, blandly and benzyl chloride, nitrobenzol and"
is cooking, a quarter of a pound of
naphtylaminsulfoaclds
alfalfa growing rapidly In the spring
halted.
by disking or spring toothing, removAt this point the gravity of the sen- rice Is boiled In milk nicely seasoned
"I protest," said Senator Galllnger.
the eplnach being then strained and
ate gave way and members joined the
ing the first crop as soon as serious
"He Is not reading the complete
finely
egg
A
minced.
beaten
is added
galleries in a burst of laughter.
injury occurs, followed with thorough
to the rice with a spoonful of thick,
spring tooth and brush dragging, and
sour cream, butter, salt and pepper.
rotation of alfalfa every four or five
Rice and spinach are then alternately
years. As with chinch bugs it is
McAdoo
by
Old "Mammy" Is Entertained
placed In a buttered pie dish and vegeto keep out of the way places
mammy
wawas
juua
spinach
uiDson. table stock some of the
The old
clean of sheltering grass and refuse
mother of seventeen children and who ter poured over the top. The whole
of whole
and securing the.
still lives In the McAdoo home town. Is covered with breadcrumbs and meltcommunities In fighting the pest
She came to the treasury department ed butter and browned in the oven.
to call on the secretary, and not only
Horses for Deep Plowing.
Pineapple Pie.
was she received, but she was enterDeep plowing is essential to good
Juice from one can of 10 or 15 cent
tained for more than an hour while a
farming to increase fertility and moiscrush of business and visitors, as well pineapple (sliced), about half a cup,
Heavy draft
ture for better crops.
add one tablespoon ful lemon juice, fill Have Only Uniform, Standard-Bred- ,
as treasury officials, waited.
says the Live Stock Journal,
horses,
Incidentally the secretary Is treasur- cup with water, add three more cup-ful- s
are the first essential for deep plowLaying Stock.
sugar
of water, one cupful
ing what he believes to be an Invaluing and big loads. Deep and shallow
able memento of Aunt Julia's visit (white), and a pinch of salt Bring run with the laying flock during the plowing has had a long time conwho know William Glbbs
FOLK secretary of the treasury, She left with him an
to a boil. Add four round tablespoon-ful- s summer. Hens will lay more eggs, troversy and the deep plowing has
of corn starch wet in a little more and be In better health without the won the victory for better farming
as an austere, dlgnl&ed person would brown daguerreotype of his mother
cook
three minutes. Add male birds. Infertile eggs are far su by the scientific experts at the agriculhave been surprised the other after- and father that Aunt . Julia and her water;
of
three eggs, cook two perior for preserving, shipping and tural colleges, and farmers who have
yolks
perhaps
preserved
for
beaten
had
mother
big
In
standing
the
see
him
noon to
Pour
into two baked storing.
more.
present
minutes
to
century.
was
this
It
a
half
In
the
teams plow deep,
good draft-hors- e
reception room of his office
have been baked in
Sixty-fiv- e
per cent of the contents and the farmers with light scrub
treasury department engaged in an gift that Aunt Julia called. Her moth- pie crusts thatcool
three minutes, put of a fresh egg is water; and because teams must still skim along and put
Intimate conversation on childhood er was the "mammy" of the secretary jelly tins. ofLetpineapple
on top. When of a porous shell this evaporates rap-Idl- up with light crops until they can get
small bits
episodes with an old colored mammy. during his babyhood and childhood.
remaining
meringue.
Use
add
picture
with
cold,
a
departed
Julia
Aunt
secretary
frankunder most conditions, resulting the heavy draft teams that can pull
After it was over the
In salad with apples and
plow down to the beam
in loss of weight and value. As soon a big
ly confessed he just .had enjoyed the of the building autographed and with pineapple
egg cools, an air-- that will produce big crops.
as the newly-laimost pleasurable visit he'd had since a message from the secretary telling bananas.
of the Joy her visit caused.
he entered tho cabinet
Stewed Cucumbers.
lengths DIGESTIVE CAPACITY OF COW fine skin and good quality of bone inPeel and cut Into two-incdicate endurance. No one external
four ripe cucumbers. Cover with a
Horace
the
of oil, vinegar and aalt for First Essential for Man to Consider In characteristic tells more about
Mingling Kis Politics With Virgil and
producing ability of a dairy cow than
two hours. Into a skillet melt two
Buying Dairy Animal Other
to Arthur Krock, that
butter, a teaspoonful salt
the size and shape of her udder and
Characteristics.
ACCORDING
of a favorite Blue
the veins which attach to it. The
and grated nutmeg. Simmer cucumbe large and
Grass paper, who loves to mingle his
bers In this sauce about twenty minIs al- whole system should
cows
between
difference
The
politics with tha classic honey of Virutes, or until tender. Add a tablespoon-fu- l most wholly one of appetite and as- elastic, without too much fleshiness.
cup of cream to
In the end a cow's producing ability
gil and Horace, Representative McDer-mot- t
flour find one-hal-f
similative power, says the Missouri
of the stock yards district in Chi
the butter in pan and the beaten yolks experiment station. Some cows have can only be ttld by her records, but
.
cago is lacking in his appreciation of
of two eggs-- Simmer, but do not boil, strong appetites, but when put on a fair guess can be made from some
ten minutes. Serve very heavy feed lack the strength to assimi- of these external appearances becauso
the beauties of the dead languages. Aranother
for
f
thur, with a cigar one and
hot, addiug the juice of half a lemon late and utilize it. Their production of what they Indicate.
yards long, In a voice which would
and a pinch of chopped parsley.
is limited by the amount of feed they
have soothed the raglug brine, told
Cutting Cowpeas.
can use. Some other cows apparently
"
"You'd do what?' said McDermott.
Coffee Frappe.
this yarn In the press gallery.
Cowpeas may be cut with the mowthe
lack
capacity
but
sufficient
have
whose native tongue is thai of
"Robert Gordon, who is now
Save the coffee left from breakfast
they are limited. It er, and after getting at least a full
Indians, near Sixty third and add one cup sugar to one cup of cream appetite and thus
of the house," said Arsuspected at the beginning of day's sun the vines are raked up and
was
Chicago.
ago,
streets,
years
twenty
freeze
quart,
Halstead
rather soft and these investigations that some cows generally lie another day in the windto each
thur, "studied Latin
"Mr. McDermott sought out a friend:
when he was a schoolboy, and evipack in the tireless cooker until din- get more value from their feed than row. They are then bunched up In
sergeant-at-arm"
Dago,
la a
'That
dently he clings to a knowledge of it.
ner time, serve In tall glasses. Or if others. On the contrary, each cow's small bunches and after another day
you prefer, freeze the coffee without
Two members of the house got into a he complained.
directly
to the or two put into larger bunches and
related
"The Chicago man explained the cream, whip the latter and place a production
wordy row a few days ago. They
let stand us long as weather permits,
of food she ate and utilized.
amount
recon
to
glass.
unable
friend,
spoonful on each
reached the point where they began situation. The
in this for when they are drawn to the barn.
suggestion
a
is
There
memory
what
of
to roar at one another. Mr. Gordon, ctle Mr McDermott's
the man who is buying cows for
,
sergeast-at-arrassat nervously finger- Cordon had said with any language be
When Making Mint Sauce.
Weil-BrePoultry.
dairy purposes. The first essential is
Mr.
Gordon
studied,
asked
making
hot
sauce
if
ever
mint
by
In
had
the
When
surmounted
tho
mace
ing
well-breDo not despise
capacity Just as Important
poultry.
digestive
Mc
to
It
went
of
cold
will
friend
It.
the
Is
Instead
Then
used
symbol
about
Is
the
vinegar
toxicated eagle which
of chest, indicating vigor No territory has ever been noted for
depth
is
the
explained:
glvo
flavor
the
and
and
Derraott
greatly Improve
of his authority.
well bred
and rugsed constitution. A bright eye poultry products unless
" 'He eaid he would throw them out the saucu better color.
"'If I had my way.' he said to the
1
an index to the nerve power and a fowls were the rule
toi
is
which
volens,
Arabic
nolens
pitch
tbem
statesman,
I'd
yards
stork
bead over eeela,' '
ut nolens volens.' .
left-over-

egg-case-

.

ana-lyyze-
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"Jawbreakers"

Vice-Preside-

Rice-Spinac-

Secretary

y

h

h

orfe-hal-

e

d

The Clovis News

Named as Register and
ceiver.

It was a happy day for
The News Printing Company
( Incorporated)

J. E. Curren. Editor.

Arthur

E.

Curren, Manager.

Entered at the post office at
Clovis, N.

M

as second

class

matter under the act of March
3, 1879.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

One Year
Six Months

$1.00
50

Re-

Demo-

crats of Clayton and this land
district when word was received
that Chas. L. Hunt and Manuel

HID HIS MONEY IN
THE GROUND. ITS GONE

Martinez had been removed ad
Register and Receiver of the
Clayton land office , and that
Hon. Paz Valverde and T. E.
Owen had been named by President Wilson as their successors.
Clayton News.
Democrats of the Ft. Sumner
Land District are expecting early action to be taken in replacing the Republican incumbent
from Kansas
now holding
down the job thus acquired
at Ft. Sumner through the political treachery and chicanery of
a would-bdemocratic Clovis editor.

IF HE HAD HIDDEN IT
OUR BANK IT WOULD

HE

IK

BE SAFE NOW

e

More Printing Graft.
Several weeks ago the News
was instructed by the deputy
district court clerk to bid on
printing certain court blanks
copies of which were furnished
for that purpose.
We submitted a bid of about $90.00 whereas, the bid of the Clovis Journal
was about $135.00, but notwithstanding our bid was much less
purchasing agent Doughton of
the board of County Commis
sioners gave the work to the
Journal.
The clerk mentioned says that
he advised the District Judge
that about $30.00 could be saved
in the transaction, but was informed by the court that it was
a matter entirely left to the discretion of the County Commissioner.
Again some people may wonder why the county funds are depleted. Quien sabe?

The most useful, the most re
liable and the most profitable of
all domestic things are the cow
and the hen, whose products
are always saleable and always
usable by the family while on
the other hand the "family
horse" is about as unprofitable
expensive and unnecessary pet
as one can own, but some people
are as vain over horses as they
are over pretty clothes and allow their foolish fancy to supercede their better judgment. You
show us a man who takes good
care of the family milch cow
and the chickens and who owns
no worthless, expensive, buggy
horse and we will show you a
man who runs no big store bills
and keeps square with the world.
People who feel the "hard times
first" are those who know the
least about economy in their
every dy home life. Socorro
By way of illustrating how Chieftain.
easily retributive justice can be
dodgd the Carlsbad Current The Clayton Citizen says: The
says there is not an editor or an Hon. Paz Vaiverde went to
Irishman to be found in the New Washington, D. C, the latter
Mexico penitentiary.
part of last week to look after
No, but we know of an editor his nomination as Register of the
who was billed to the wrong ins- Clayton land office. We wish
titution when he was sent to him success."
Santa Fe.
Here too, brother. But Senator Fall seems to have it in for
To be away off in the mounall real deserving democrats and
tains, exiled from all habitation has opposed
Valverde's nominaand among tho tall pines, quaktion on the ground that he was
ing asps and wild flowers, personally
objectionable to him
next to nature in her natural the aforesaid Mr. Fall,
state is but little more exhilirat-inWell, wouldn't that cork ye?
than to arise these mornings Doubtless the republican Senain the early autumn after the
tor is personally opposed to every
abundant showers recently and good democrat in the state. But
breathe the aroma from the Curry county is the only county
new mown hay and ripening in New Mexico
where democratgrain tra-lic editors are using every effort
to retain in office republican land
We have met the enemy
office
officials
and they are ours, " is a popular historic exp ression.
Silo filling is the order of the
Clovis hat met the relapse, day, and there is lots of "good
superinduced by business de- filling" in Curry county, too.
pressions in railroad traffic, and Silo fed cattle will be in eviis now well along on the up- dence this winter.
grade. The loss in the citrus
The man who writes the left
fruit belt in southern California handed
editorials was in from
was a serious blow to the trans- the country Monday.
The councontinental railroads which did ty is furnishing him ample
a heavy fruit traffic business means to improve his homestead
and all railroad centers along in good shape.
these lines in the Southwest
Sam Ridenour, editor of the
have likewise felt the effects, Amistad
Herald, has purchased
but now shipping conditions are the Nara Visa New Mexican and
rapidly assuming normal pro- will assume charge this week.
portions and the towns effected Paul Jones, formerly owner of
the New Mexican has accepted a
are likewise, looking up.
position of mail clerk and will
,
All indications point to more
work out of El Paso.
prosperous times in the Magic
The crops in Curry County are
City at an early date. With
better
this year than those in
the coming of the new road
Kansas,
Oklahoma and parts of
from Galveston to the Pacific
Missouri and Texas. Many of
coast via Clovis which is to be
the general freight and passen- those wno went back to those
ger division and shop' center; states from New Mexico are rethe building of the $50,000 San- turning and saying that New
ta Fe hospital now in the Mexico is not so bad after all.
course of construction and good
Good showers fell again the
crops throughout the country. past
There is every reason to believe good week and the crops are in
shape. The grass is
that Clovis will take a new lead
again
green
surprise
and all livestock
will
even
the
most
that
optimistic. Watch us grow.
are in splendid condition.
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Do you see this picture? Well this

is a common occurrence.

The papers

contain accounts almost daily of where
people lose their money by hiding it in
unsafe places. If you want to hide
your money, hide it behind our thick
walls and strong locks where it will
be SAFE.
We refer those who have not
banked with us to those who HAVE
"Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank"

!

g

a.

--

First National Bank
of Clovis

Nate Bales left for Kosweil
NoMore Kissing and
week to accept a p)sition
this
Hugging on the Cars.

Mother of Eighteen Children.
"I am the mother of eighteen

children

and

the praise or doirg more work than any
the Santa Fe. have
No more kissing and hug- as Cashier for
young woman in my town." writes Mrs. C. J.
ging farewells viU be allowed The position recently vacated Martin. Boone Mill. Va. "I suffered for five
years with stomach trouble and could not eat as
in coaches of the Santa Fe as a by Mr. Conardy.
much as a biscuit without suffering.
I have
taken three bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets
result of orders recently issued The Lady-bu- g
has wings of gold, and am now a well woman and weigh 168
along the line, instructing trainponnds. I can eat anything I want to and as
The Fire-bu- g
wings
of flame- -r
much aa I want and feel better than I have
men to require that good-bye- s
Bed-bug
The
has no wings at all at any time in ten years. I refer to any one in
be said on the platform.
Bur. he "get's there" just the Boone Mill or vicinity and they will vouch for
what I say." Chamberlain's Tablets are for
Covering this point the order
same.
sale by All Druggists.
reads:
"As a matter of personal
safety, patrons should not be
permitted to board train in order to bid their friends goodbye, at least at stations where
it is known that trains stop
but a minute or two in order to
let passengers on and off and
handle baggage and express."
Further employes are admonished to observe safety rules.
"Quit taking chances; the odds
are against you. Better to
hear your friends say, 'How do
you do?' than have them say,
'How natural he looks!'" Rio
AT
Grande Republican.
.

Know

You

tht youyoualways get
what

want in

GROCERIES

In naming some of those of
our citizens to whom credit is
due for the success of the si lo
day celebrtion, the News did
not intentionally omit naming
Messrs. Dennis, Oldham, Cramer who worked so gallantly for
the success of the affair but
we merely mentioned Mr. Stew-an- d
Mr. Burns because they
were members of the committee
that arranged the prog ram and
worked out the details without
which it would necessarily have
failed. In justice to Mr. Dennis we will state that he was
the originator of the idea and
the head of the committee that
raised the $200.00 in cash
prises.

HARVEY & MORRIS
When the, housewife needs Fruits
Vegetables and Produce in addition to her grocery order, she can
get it all from us.
Phone 25.
'The Quality

Tells and the Price Sells"

HARVEY

&

MORRIS

"The Leading Grocers"

that the ubiects of said suit are
To recover judgas follows:
ment against said defendants J.
l,
W. Stilwell and Mary A.
in the sum of $485.00, interest costs of suit and attorneys
fee on account of balance upon a
promissory note in the turn of
$632.00 executed by the two last
named defendants on the 4th
day of October, 1909, payable to
the order of said bank, and to
secure a decree of toreclosure
When the Engines
against all of said defendants
Are Rushing
upon a mortgage executed to se
to answer your alarm of fire cure said note upon the followis too late to think of insur- ing described real estate, situate
ance. And no matter how in Curry county, New Mexico,
quick their arrival, how efThe south half of block nnp,
fective their work, your loss
is'bound to be more than the (1); lots 7, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17,
Block 3; Lot 14, Block 4; Lots 3,
cost of insuring.

Notice of Sale of Real Estate
Whereas, on the 22nd day of

Notice of Suit.

You will further take notice
that unless you appear, answer

or plead in said suit on or before
August, 1913, in an action pend- In the District Court of Curry the 2d day of October, 1913.
County, New Mexico.
judgment by default will be rening in the district court of Cur-r- p
dered against you, and plaintiff
County, New Mexico, where
HEBERD SMITH,
'
will apply to the court for the
in S. C. Hunter as administraPlaintiff,
relief prayed for in its complaint
tor of the estate of Edward T.
vs.
filed herein.
Hunter, deceased, was plaintiff, J AS. A. TAYLOR and No. 558.
Witness my band and the seal
and Elizabeth Frank et at, were E. H. FULLWOOD,
of said court, this the 19th day
Defendants.
of AuKMst. 1913.
defendants, said cause being
A. L. Await,
numbered 647 on the docket of
County Clerk.
A.
Jas.
To
Defendants,
the
said court., a judgment and decree was rendered and entered Taylor and E. H. Fullwood: .
You will hereby take notice
Notice of Contest".
of record, wherein the following
suit has been filed and is
that
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
described real estate, situate in
United Statrb Llnd Orrics.
,
the county of Curry, state of now pending in the District
Fort Sumner, N. M.
19, 1918.
The north Court of Curry County, New To Luther A. Stottn. ofAuruxt
New Mexico,
St. Vraln, N. M
west quarter of section 7, town- Mexico, in which Heberd Smith
Yon are hereby notified that E. Wesley R.
ship 2 North, Range 37 East, is plaintiff and you the said Jas. Rom,
who gives Clovis, N. si. (care of A. E.
A.
E.
H.
Taylor
and
Fullwood
N. M. P. M., also the undivided
Curren.) as his post office address, did on Auirust
duly corroborated
one half interest in 100 acres of are attendants, ana tnat said 18, 1913, ri1e In this officeandhis secure
the cancel
is numbered 558 on the civil application to contest
suit
land situate in the republic of
entry Serial No.
lation of your homestead
4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 9, 10, 11, 13, 15. 16, Mexico, state of
Section 81
made June 1, 1908 for NE
Vera Cruz, docket of said court, and that 06705
Get Insured
L. Patton, whose business Township 4 N. Ranee 38 E. N. M. P. Meridian
Harry
17, Block 5
county of Tuxpam and municiand as grounds for hln contest lie alleges that
Before the Fire
Lots 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 9, 10, 11. Block pality of Tihuatlan, was order- and postoffice address is Clovis, the entryman has wholly abandoned said land
a period of over six months last fpast.
occurs. Be wise and stop in 8; Lot 2, Block 9: All of Block ed
Naw Mexico, is attorney for said for
that the
You are. therefore, further notified
and decreed sold.
today and direct us to get you U; Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
said allegations will be taken by this office as
plaintiff.
having been confessed by you, and your said
notice is
Now Therefore,
without your
out a policy. This is the day 11, 12, Block 12; Lots 2. 3. 4, 5, hereby given
You will further take notice entry will be cancelled thereunder
that the underfurther right to be heard therein, either before
you
to file In thin
appeal,
fail
on
office
or
if
this
fire.
before the
6, 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, Block 13; signed, as administrator of the that the objects of said suit are office within twenty days after the
FOURTH
below, your
notice,
as
shown
publication
of
To
may be the day after.
this
follows:
judg
recover
Lots 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, 10, estate of said deceased, in obe- as
answer, unde oath, specifically meeting anu
to these allegations of contest, or il
ment against said defendants in responding
YOU NEED THE BEST FIRE
11, Block 15; All of Block 16; dience to the orders, judgment
you fail within that time to file in this office
yon have served a copy of
proof
sum
due
of
that
the
$910.00 interest, your
INSURANCE YOU CAN BUY.
All of Block 17; Lots 4, 5. 6. 7, and decree rendered in said
answeron the said contestant either In
registered
by
person
or
attorney's
fees,
accosts
mail If this service Is
and
on
-- SEE8, 9, 10. 11. 12, Block 18; Lots 2 cause, will expose and offer the
msde by the delivery of a copy of your
In person, proof of such
to
contestant
count
the
of
certain vendor's lien service must be either the
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, above described real estate for
said contestant' s
ackowledgment
by
of his receipt of the
notes
executed
written
A.
said
Jas.
to the
copy, showing the da of Its receipt, or the afftsiocK iy; Ail ot block zu, all in sale at public out-crdelivery was
Taylor on the 15th day of Febru- idavit of the person by whom the copy
was demsde stating when and where the
the Gamble Addition to the town highest bidder, for cash in hand, ary, 1908. payable
proof of such
mail,
registered
by
If
livered;
msde
to
order
of
the
of Clovis. also 36 acre6 along the on the 30th day of September.
must consist of the affidavit of the person
105 W. Otero St. Clovis, N. M.
plaintiff, and to foreclose a service
by whom the copy was mailed stating when and
said
south line of SE 4 of NW 4 A. D. 1913, at the hour of one
the postoffice to which It was mailed, and this
lien retained on the fol- affidavit must be accompanied by the postvendor's
receipt for the letu-Section 19. Tp. 2, N. R. 36, E; o'clock in the afternoon, at the
lowing described real estate, sit- master's
You should state in your answer the name of
Notice of Suit.
you desire future
and for general relief.
south door of the court house in uate in Curry county, New Mex- the post office to which
tices to be sent to you
In the District Court of Curry
counC. C. Henry, Register.
You will further take notice the city of Clovis, Curry
ico
Lots 13 and 14 in
County, New Mexico.
of first publication Aug. 21. 1913.
late
Bl
21,
in the Heberd Smith
ck
tnat unless you appear, answer ty, New Mexico.
" 28, ..
second
Louise Munther, Plaintiff,
September, addition to Texico. to secure said
day
plead
of
in
or
Sept. 4
3rd
This
on
said
or
before
suit
third
vs.
notes.
11
fourth
the 25th day of September, 1913, 1913.
Edward L. Munther, Deft.
S.
C.
judgment by default will be renHunter,
No. 660.
To the Defendant
dered against you and plaintiff
Administrator of the Estate
Edward L. Munther:
Trans- will apply to the court for the of Edward T. Hunter, deceased.
You are hereby notified that a relief prayed for in his complaint S4 25.
suit has been filed against you filed in said suit.
in the District Court of Curry
Notice of Sale.
You will further take notice
Wichita, Kansas.
County, New Mexico, wherein that Harry L. Patton, whose
Whereas, the District Court of
For the above occasion will sell tickets Wichita and reLouise Munther is plaintiff and business and postoffice address Curry County, New Mexico on
turn
for $1.7.65. Dates of sale Oct. 18. 19, 20 and 21.
Edward L. Munther is "defend- is Clovis, N. M., is attorney for the 18th day of June 1913, renFinal
limit Nov. 5th.
For further information apply at
ant, and numbered 660 on the plaintiff.
dered judgment against W. P.
office. Phone 156.
my
ticket
seal
Witness
hand and the
You are
DoSket of said court.
Waggener
Waggener
E.
E.
and
said court, this the 13th day
further notified that the general of
in the sum of $618.25 together
D. C.
August 1913.
of
objects of said suit are to secure
with interest on the same from
A. L. Awalt.
a decree of divorce dissolving
County Clerk.
Nov. 10th 1910 to June 18th 1913
the bonds of matrimony between (Seal)
at the rate of 10 per cent per
the plaintiff and defendant, and
A14-Sannum, and also ten per cent adalso for a decree for the title and
ditional on said amount as an
possession of the following land,
attorney's fee and costs of court
Prices are Reasonable. "Enough Said."
in
against
a
foreclosure
suit
Notice.
quarter of
The south-wethem by the J. I. Case Threshthirty-two
Township
of
Section
In the Probate Court of Cur- - ing Machine Company of Racine
three North, in Range thirty-fiv- e
ry County, New Mexico.
Wisconsin, being cause number"Successor to Skidmore"
East N.M.P.M., in Curry county
In the matter of the estate ed 604 in said court, and the
New Mexico.
ot John A. Hall, Deceased.
court in said judgment and deYou are further notified that
CNOVIS,
NEW MEX.
No. 46.
cree ordered and decreed that
if you fail to appear or plead in
Notice is hereby given, that the property of the said W. P.
this cause on or before the 15th letters of administration on Waggener, and E. E. Waggener
day of October 1913, judgment the estate of John A. Hail, dehereinafter described, be sold
will be rendered against you by
to- the ungranted
according
to law to satisfy said
ceased,
were
default in said cause, and the
plaintiff will apply to the court dersigned by the Probate Court judgment, and that A. W. Hock
for the relief sought in her com- of the court of the county of enhull be and is by the court applaint.
Curry, state of New Mexico, on pointed Special Master to adver
W. A. Havener is Attorney
&
day of August 1913.
tise and sell said property ac
for plaintiff and his postoffice the 7th
having claims cording to law.
All persons
and business address is Clovis,
against said estate are required Now, therefore, notice is
N. M.
In witness whereof I have to exhibit the same to the un hereby given, that I the underhereunto set my hand and affix dersigned at her residence in signed Special Master will on
Night Phone 38.
Day Phone 14.
ed the seal of said court this
city
Wednesday,
Clovis,
15th
1913
Mexico,
New
of
October
the
18th day of August 1913.
for allowance, within 12 months at the hour of ten o'clock in the
A. L. Awalt, County clerk.
from the date of this notice as forenoon at the front door of the
4.
Aug.
published, and as is required by Curry County Court House in
law,
after the date of this pub Clovis N. M.. will sell at public
Notice of Suit.
lication with necessary vouch auction to the highest bidder for
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
following
tney
will
pre
described
be
ers,
or
cash
forever
the
In the District Court of Curry
First Class Work. Hot and Cold Baths
eluded from any benefit of said property,
county, New Mexico.
Clovis, New Mexico.
112 2 South Main St.
Lot six (6) in Block No. five,
To J. W. Stilwell, Mary A estate; or, said claims may be
(5)
filed
in
in
town
Texico
said
of
in
Court.
Probate
the
Stilwell, Alice Stilwell and L
Dated this 6th day of August, Curry County, New Mexico, to
Ashby:
D. 1913.
satisfy said judgment and all
A.
You will hereby take notice
C.
Hall,
Houston
and attorney's fees.
costs
that a fcuit has been filed and is
Administratrix.
my hand this 3d day
Witness
now pending in the District R. E. Rowel Is, Attorney.
1913.
August
of
Court of Curry county, New
1
W.
HOCKENHULL,
A.
Mexico, in which Chas. E. DenSpecial Master.
(SUCCESSORS TO BARNARD BROS. )
nis as Receiver for American
Bank & Trust Co., is plaintiff,
Its a boy and just like his
and get the best at all times.
and you the persons to whom Pa that arrived at the home of
Fritz Mueller, former receiver
this notice is addressed are the Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Austin of the United States Land Office
defendants, and that said suit is last Monday. He is the pride at Santa Fe, was in the city
numbered 661 on the civil dock- of the family and center of at- Tuesday en route to Portales on
et of said court,
Next door
traction, as his brothers and land business connected with
The Blue Front.
You will further take notice sisters are now almost grown. the state land office.
Stil-wel-

to-wi-
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Fleming Insurance
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Mississippi
Commercial Congress

Knowles, Agt.

I am a Prescription Specialist
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V. STEED

Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery

Undertaker

14-se-

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...

to-w-it:

1--

PATRONIZE THE

Clovis Cash Grocery Co.

A14-A2-

S.4-S2-

5.

Fresh Fruits, Vegetables, Pro
Phone 36
f
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HOURS

A.PADFOPI4
William A. Radford will utwer
questions and lve advice FRBUC
OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
aubject of building, for the reader of thla
paper. On account of hla wide experience
aa Editor, Author and Manufacturer, ha
la. without doubt, the highest authority
on all theaa subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 178 West
Jackson boulevard. Chicago, III., and only
stamp for reply.
enclose two-ceMr.

nt

house,
An eight room, full
with a splendid cellar and a good attic, la what every large family needa.
There are a great many different
atylea of eight roomed houses. Right
rooms seem to be about the size required by business men in the smaller towna and country placea.
A
great many farmers are now
building new houses. Farmers have
been prosperous of late, and they are
using considerable money in building.
This house is about as large aa
necessary on the average farm. It la
about as large as a furnace will heat
economically, being 35 feet in width
by 49 in length, exclusive of porches.
The stairway to the attic Is closed so
that no heat Is wasted In that direction. A hot-ai- r
furnace is the best
means of heating up a house of this
size. Anything larger should have
hot water or steam. There is a
great advantage in hot air, from the
fact that It furnishes
ventilation;
most beuses In the country are shy
on ventilation.
Members of farmers' families in
some rural districts are more subject to lung diseases and pulmonary
troubles than the Inhabitants of towns
or cities. Physicians in country places
say harsh things about some farmers,
claiming that the prevalence of consumption in rural districts is due to
living In houses without proper ventilation and heating; also that the ex- two-stor-

these accuaationa.
Most of ua are
acquainted with farmers who are very
quick to Invest In the best machinery, and plenty of It, for the purpose
of relieving their own end of the
work, but who are very niggardly In
providing household helps and conveniences. It is all right, of course,
to pay a great deal of attention to
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Lace plays as great a part In negligee wear aa it does In all other types
of feminine dress. Usually the elaborate lace trimming la what strikes
the ey first In modern peignoir or
room sack, and details of foundation
material, ribbons, little silk and chiffon flowers and other trimming fallals
make themselves evident afterward.
Though crepe de chine and shadow
lace, with suitable garnishment
of
rosebuds, form the most aristocratic
type of sacquo or full length negllgne.
there are pleasing modela of much
leaa expensive character for the average woman's midsummer wear, such

irtilir"'
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x
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FROM

menta of Leisure.

the comfort of the farm stock; that
la humane, and It la profitable; but
the family is worth more than the
The first consideration
animals.
should be bestowed on the house, and
the barns should be a close second.
The back stair in this house reaches
from the cellar to the attic, one flight
over another all the way up an arrangement that Is convenient and

s

J

Full Length Negligee.
as in shown in the Illustration. Dotted
swlss is combined with lace or with
very fine machine embroidery In hand
effects. Dotted batiste and plaited
net, flowered crepe with net frills and
similar summer combinations that one
sees in the season's wear and as these
lovely little affairs are surprisingly
little-priceno woman need go away
for a week-envisit without a fresh
and becoming garment In her suitfor idle gossip.
Full length negligees are almost In
variably draped, for drapery Just now
seems to be an obsession with feml
nlnlty.
Even the humble kimono of ordinary
cotton crepe Is likely to be caught up
at the knee under a rosette of ribbon
to convey a suggestion of clinging
drapery, and as for the expensive mod
els of chiffon, crepe de chine and lace
clinging is surely the word for their
exquisite lines of grace, produced by
artful but seemingly artless drapery
Now French negligees of allover lace
are hung over white chiffon founda
tions having upper sections of flesh
colored tulle so that the fashionable
effect of semi-nud- e
is
shoulders
achieved without any real immodesty
whatever. French negligees alao are
of fine net embroidered with chenille
flowers in pale mauve, rose or lilac.
Ribbons have a larger pluce on negll
gee wear than has been the case in
several seasons, though in most in
stances wide, soft bows are also made
with this twlsted-uribbon. The sash
Is of course a feature of negligee wear.
Just as it is of all costumes, this season, and many little aacques of soft
fabric have weighted girdles which
knot at the front, or at one side of the
front and hang below the edge of the
acque to the knee.
d

-

work is a contributing factor. They
name farmers who are very careful
of their horses and cattle, but very
neglectful of wife and daughters.
They are even bold enough to say
that the first care with such men
seems to be to provide good feed,
shelter, and good stables for the

l

J!

a

1
First Floor Plan.
stock, and the old house must wait
until everything else is attended to.
In the meantime the women folks
are obliged to work In a dratty
kitchen, and to sleep In bedrooms that
are not heated. The result Is that
they spend the night in close rooms
with the windows shut Id order to
keep warm.
Some of those physicians claim that
there would be no difficulty In keeping the girls and boys on farms If
they had bouses that were fit to live
oma truth tn
In. Tn Te probably

economical of room. The cellar is
big enough to partition off a storage
room for fruits and vegetables in different compartments.
House drains should connect with a
septic tank. A farm bouse septlo
tank, when properly constructed, is
lust aa good as a city sewer', and it is
no more trouble. What Is known as
the septic system of sewage disposal
was tried out theoretically, scientifically, and practically In England years
ago.
It consists of two tanks the
as possible.
first as nearly
The liquid from this is siphoned Into
the second tank automatically when
It fills up to a certain point. Two
kinds of bacteria are known to work
In the two tanks.
The kind In the
first tank require but little air; the
kind In the second tank do better
work when no light but plenty of air
la admitted.
These bacteria destroy
the solids In the sewage. A peculiar
feature about this system Is the fact
that the solids, even greases, are reduced to a harmless deposit In the
form of scum on the top of the water, with a precipitate In the bottom; and the amount of scum and
precipitate doea not Increase but remains the same month aftet month.
It la not definitely known what becomes of the additional amount added
each year. It dlaappeara as if by
magic.
The septic tank system Is not
necessarily
expensive. Two round
holes In the ground six feet In diameter each, and six feet deep, are
sufficient to take care of the sewage
from a large bouse.
These underground tanks may be made of cement,
and should be connected with a siphon at least three Inches In diameter. This siphon is a simple affair,
and may consist of a
pipe,
the outlet of which should be three
or (our inches lower than the Inlet,
'fhe liquid discharge front the see--i
nd tank is cleat', colorless, and si
ftost pure water.
air-tig-

After hoarding up scraps of cretonne left from window draperies and
furniture covers, a clever woman
emptied her patch bag one day and
from the oddly shaped pieces of cretonne made many pretty articles.
A large roll of
French
cretonne furnished material enough to
cover a hat box.
To successfully accomplish this,
cut a band long enough to encircle
the box and wide enough to cover the
sides, with allowance made for turning In at the top and bottom.
With bookbinders' paste Join the
ends at one corner. Slash the edges
so that they will turn neatly and paste
in place. Cover the lid in the same
manner, and to properly finish the box
line with cretonne or plain material,
pasting the sides, bottom and top
smoothly to the pasteboard foundation. This makes a lovely box in
which to keep your best hat and Is
one which need not be concealed from
view.
rose-sprigge- d

d

by
want of conveniences for doing house-

SCRAPS OF CRETONNE

Many Pretty and Serviceable Articles
May Be Made In the Odd Mo-

Second Floor Plan.
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tra burden thrown upon females

HOME

The present fashionable ostrich
feather, although It is not to tightly
curled, as the old fashioned plume,
looks even more bedraggled and forlorn when It Is out of curl than the
old one did.
Tet fogs and mists or
rains are as frequent as ever, and ostrich feathers are now worn at all
times of the day and night, regardless
of the weather.
Plumetls feathers
were put forward to All the role of a
feather which moisture would not
change, but they do not take the place
of the regulation ostrich feather.
There is only one thing to do If
you wear ostrich feathers, add that Is
to learn how to curl them. It is as
good as Impossible to send a feather
to the professional
cleaner to be
curled every time there is a summer
shower.
When the moist hat with feather
trimming Is removed put it, If possible, near a fire. Heat often restores
a good deal of the lost curl. When
this Is not possible let the feather
dry thoroughly and then recur! It with
a nail file, the blunt edge of a knife
or some other steel or silver blade
which Is not sharp.
Work with one or two of the fronds
of the feather at n time. Catch them
between the thumb and the blade near
the stem of the feather and slowly
and firmly draw the thumb and the
blade along the fronds to the edge.
It neces: ary go over some of the feath
ers twice.
It Is surprising how rapidly thla
curling can be done; and If it is carefully done after a little practice the
feather will look quite as well as If
it had been curled by a professional.

Laos In Profusion Is the Distinguishing Mark Combinations of All
Sorts Allowed In Apparel for
Boudoir Wear.

BUILDER

AT

Not Necessary te Band Plumes to Pro
fessional Cleaners When They
Become Bedraggled,

NEQLIQEE GARMENTS HAVE
ELABORATE GARNISHMENT.

H

BE CURLED

AFTERNOON

GOWN

Plan Net Wants?.
"I hear you're going to marry
Archie Blueblood, Diana. Is It truer'
asked one young society woman of
another.
"Marry him I .1 should think not!
What on earth could I do with the)
man? He can't ride, he cant play tennis, golf, nor, for that matter, oan
he even drive a motorcar!"
"Oh," said the friend, "but he can
swim beautifully, you know!"
"Swim, indeed! Now, I aak you.
would you like a husband you had to
keep In an aquarium ?"
IN MISERY WITH ECZEMA
Frankllnton, La. "About four yearn
ago my (ace broke out in little red
pimples. At first the eczema did not
bother, but finally the pimples began
Itching and burning and then there
came little raised places. I suffered
untold misery. I scratched them until they bled and I could not sleep at
nlghL I was ashamed of my face
and I could not bear to touch it.
"I tried different remedies without
result until I tried Cutloura Soap and
Ointment and In six weeks they completely cured my face. That was
nine months ago, and no sign has appeared since." (Signed) Mrs. Leola
StennetL Deo. 14. 11S.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free, with SS-- Skin Book. Address postcard "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
p.

8uch ingratitude!
So Mudge is getting bet-

Brigs

ter T

he will soon be all
But, talking about sells,
you know we had nearly $100 raised
to put up a nice monument for him,
as no one thought he could recover.
And now he comes round and wanta
to borrow it to help pay his doctor's
bill. What do you think ot tbat?
Stray Stories.
Braggs

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see thai it
Bears the

Signature
In Use For Over 30 Yean.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Caatoria
Misleading.
Halt! You can't go there.
Private Murphy Why not, alrT
Sergeant Because it's the general's
Sergeant

tent.
Private Murphy Then, bedad, what
are they doing with "private" above
the doorT
Not Fit For Ladles
PubUa sentiment should be against it,
and wa believe it is: thare can be no reason why ladies should have to suffer with
headaches and neuralgia, especially when
Hunt's Lightning Oil gives such prompt
relief. It is simply a question of getting
ths ladies to try it. All druggists sell
Hunt's Lightning Oil in 26a and 80c bottles. Adv.

Differentiating.
"Don't you adore drop ceilings V
"Not the kind where the plaster
comes down."
The Beat Hot Weather Toale

GROVE'S TABTKLBB8 chill TONIC enriches
the blood and builds up the whole system,
end It will wonderfully strenathen and fortify you to withstand the depressing effeot
60a.
of the hot summer.

Many Important episodes tn ths
world's history have been settled by
a profile. Arthur Pendenys.
Red Cross Ball Blue wlU wash double as
many clothes aa any other. Don't put your
money Into any other. Adv.

He Is truly a brave physician, who
takes his own medicine.

Everything 0. K.
With your appetite your
digestive organs your
liver your bowels.
If not, you should
try a short
course

p

of

4ft

MARY DEAN.
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Beach for Waists.

When perspiration has left a yellow
mark cover the blemish with peroxide
ot hydrogen, leave untl'i dry, then
cover with ammonia and waah. Ammonia water can be used to wash
woolen waists on parts where per
plration has left marks. The am
monla will clean the material without
injury to the fabric, and also destroy
all odor. Often a mark in fine material may be removed In the following
manner: In a aaucer or pan place a
lighted match and cover with sulphur.
When it begins to burn cover with a
funnel to hold In the fumes. Hold the
dampened material over the end of the
funnel, and In most cases It will bleach
the spot. Work by an open window
where there Is a strong draft. In order
to avoid inhaling any of the fumes.

Yes,

right now.

Model of white cluny lace over chiffon, with draped skirt. Trimming of
black maline and sash of same ma-

I

4
it

helps Nature
overcome such ills
as Flatulency, Indiges-- I
tion, Constipation, Bilious--I
ness, Cramps and Malarial
Fever. Get a bottle today.
.a

terial.
Silk Stocking Hint.
You can prolong the wearing qualities of silk stockings to a much greater extent by sewing a piece of soft
silk on the inside of both toe and heel
Japanese wash silk Is good. Darn it
In around the edge. Also sew a piece

ot the silk at the top where the gar
tars fasten.
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CLOVI8,
WORTH GIVING A TRIAL
SOME

APPROVED METHODS Of
COOKING VEGETABLES.

NOT

WOMAN TOOK

MEXICO,

NEW
A

TASK

TO

BE

NEWS
The Way to Do It
Aecordtng to an authority on the
subject this Is the proper way to treat

ENVIEO

Serving on English Juries Some Centuries Ago Hsd Msny snd Varied Disadvantages.

FRIEND'S ADVICE

"Him:"

When you marry him, love him.
After you marry him, study him.
If he is honest, honor him.
If he is generous, appreciate him.
When he is sad, cheer him.
When he Is c;oss, amuse him.
When he is talkative, listen to him.
When he Is quarrelsome, Ignore
him.
If he Is slothful, spur him.
If he Is noble, praise him.
If he Is confidential, encourage him.
If he Is secretive, trust him.
If he Is Jealous, cure him.
If he cares naught for pleasure,
coax him.
If he favors society, accompany htm.
If he does you a favor, thank him.
When he deserves it, kiss him.
Let him think how well you under
stand him, but never let him know
that you "manage" him.

"Carrota PouUtte"
Naw Way of
arvlnfl an Old Favorite Stuffed
Cabbage Makaa Rich Dish Recipe for" Muehroom Pie.

And Found Health in Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

Window, Kansas. "I had a displaceCarrots Poulette Wash and scrap
the required number of carrota. place ment which caused bladder trouble and
I was so miserable
them In a bowl of boiling water to
I didn't know what
acald. Take them out, drain, slice and
to da I suffered
put them Into a saucepan of boiling
from bearing down
water with a little butter In It and
pains, my eyes hurt
boll until done and quit tender. Put
me, I was nervous,
a little flour and butter Into a frying
dlwy and irregular
pan, cook for a few minute, sprinkle
and bad female
ia salt and pepper to taste, and add
weakness.
I spent
a little lemon juice, tba yolka of two
money on doctors
eggs and some rich stock. Place tba
but got worse all
carrots in this and tosa over a Ore
the time.
so as to cook without boiling. Turn
'A friend told me
the whole on to a warmed dish and about the Pink ham remedies
and I took
serve at onoe.
Lydia E.
Vegetable ComStuffed Cabbage Procure a large pound and Pinkham's
was cured.
cannot
bead of cabbage, boll it, but remove your remedies enough forI know Ipraise
never
I
from the Are before it is quite done. would have been well if I bad not taken
carefully Uke out the middle and fill
Miss Mary A. Horner, Route
the cavity with a mixture of a
No. 2, Box 41, Windom, Kansas.
of minced suet, two
of chopped "tacon or ham, a
Consider Well This Advice.
like amount of other cold meat, on
woman suffering from any form
No
raw egg, the grated rind of a lemon,
female troubles should lose hope unof
a little grated nutmeg, and pepper and til she has given Lydiu 73. Pinkham's
ealt to taste. Milk may be used In- Vegetable
Compound a fair trial.
stead of the eggs If desired. Tie up
This famous remedy, the medicinal inwith a string and place In the oven to
bake tor twenty minutes. Place on gredients of which are derived from
a warm dish and pour rich brown native roots and herbs, has for nearly
gravy around, but not over the cab- forty years proved to be a most valuabage. While baking the cabbage ble tonic and invigorator of the feshould be frequently basted with drip- male organism. Women everywhere
ping or butter, and must not be al- bear willing testimony to the wonderful
virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetalowed to burn or become brown.
Mushroom Pie Peel and cut in ble Compound.
quarters the mushrooms, also about
If you want special advice write to
Plnkham Medicine Co. (confthe equal In bulk of potaoes. Butter Lydia E. Lynn,
Mass. Tonr letter will
pie dish, put In a layer of potatoes, idential)
opened, read and answered by a
then a layer of mushrooms, another be
Woman and held In strict confidence.
of potatoes, and so on till all are used,
seasoning each layer 'with salt, pepper
and butter. Cover the pie with a HELPED OUT FROM THE BENCH
crust and bake In a moderate oven.
Put the trimmings of the mushrooms YOung Lawyer at Least Had the En
In a small quantiy of gravy and boil
couragement of the Judge Up
for several minutes, then strain the
to Certain Point.
liquid and season with salt and pepper.
When the pie ia cooked make a small
A young lawyer is the hero of this
incision in the top and pour In the story. At least, he was young when
gravy. Serve very hot
the Incident occurred. Now his name
Baked Onions Put six large onions Is so prominent in legal c'rcles that
into a saucepan with water, or with It would be unkind to reveal it.
milk and water in equal proportions;
He was defending a clrmlnal and. In
add salt and pepper, and boll till ten- doing so, was making his first appearder. When done they can be easily ance in court.
mashed; work them up with butter
"The unfortunate client for whom It
Into a paste, cover with bread crumbs Is my privilege to appear," he said,
preand bake in a moderate oven. If
his tongue and Hps dry and thick;
ferred, the onions may be boiled "the unfortunate client, your honor,
whole, put into a baking dish, covered whom I am defending ahem! ahem!
with butter and bread crumbs, and
I will repeat your honor, the unforthen baked.
tunate man whom I here represent
I might say, this most miserable and
Prunes In Jelly.
unfortunate man "
This is a new and appetising way of
Just then the Judge leaned forward
standby stewed and said, In a soft, encouraging manserving the old
prunes, and as it is sometimes impos- ner:
sible even in summer to secure fresh
"You may proceed, sir. So far the
fruit, the housekeeper will appreciate court is with you." Popular Magathis recipe. Wash and eoak the prunes zine.
for several hours. When very soft
pour off the water in which they have
soaked, and stone the prunes, then re- HOT
turn to the water and simmer slowly
LIVER BUTTONS
for an hour. Sweeten to taste and
END CONSTIPATION
flavor the Juice with a little lemon
If you really want to get rid of
Then add two tablespoonfula
Juice.
up
Of gelatine which has previously been constipation, bad stomach, stuffed
arising
from
ailments
all
bowels
and
dissolved and pour Into a wet mold. a disordered liver, get a box of blissSet on Ice until serving time, then ful, satisfying HOT SPRINGS LIVER
slip from the mold and serve with BUTTONS
cream.
They never fall; take them as directed for a week and notice the feeling of happiness that comes from
When Lamps Smell.
Having had trouble myself with a ability to eat well, sleep well, work
coal oil lamp that had a tendency to well.
Notice the skin clear up, the
smell badly when turned low, I have blotches
go, the eyes grow brighter
at last discovered a remedy to over- and the appetite
return.
come it Saturate, the new wick with
Don't take Calomel all you need Is
e. sood vinegar, tnen let it dry perHOT SPRINGS LIVER BUTTONS
fectly before you place It in the lamp. and all druggists hereabouts sell
It will never smell, no matter bow them for 25 cents a box. Free sample from Hot Springs Chemical Co.,
small a flame is left Exchange.
Hot Springs, Ark.
How to Clean Cretonne.
New Industry.
Here Is a discovery which has been
"Now that so many automobiles are
of great help when washing tapestry
and cretonne: Cut up a cake of soap passing your bouse," said the visitor,
into shreds, allowing (our ounces pt "I should think you would keep your
soap to each quart of water, and boll chickens shut up."
"What!" said the farmer; "and cut
to a Jelly. Have ready two tubs of
fairly hot water and add enough soap off my greatest Income?"
to make a good lather. Then wash
Spiteful Elaboration.
article quickly, first In one tub, then
Tom Will tells mo that Miss Slpps
In the other. When this is finished,
rinse well In salt water and dry at has a complexion of peaches and
cream.
once. Starch in a thin boiled starch,
eachea
Nell So she has yellow
roll tightly In a clean cloth and Iron
and sour cream.
with a hot Iron.
table-spoonf-

it"

table-spoonful- s

SPRINGS

to-da-

--

Save the Starch.
After using a bowl of starch do not
throw away what remains, but leave It
to settle. Then pour off the clear
water and dry what remains In a cool
oven. This starch will be in a firm
cake, which can be put away for use
another day, when it will be found to
be as good as ever.
To Keep Tina From Rusting.
After having washed and dried the
tins place them near the fire for a
little while as- this prevents any
ohauce of then- rusting,

To Cur Tender and U eroding Omni
AnDly the wonderful, old reliable PR. rva-BALING OIL. ilc.
TERfl ANTISEPTIC"
sOo.

.

A woman's bravery crops out whf
she has a mouse trapped and at othei
times.

If Yoi.ro Is fluttering

.uncheon
Delicacies

always enviable was the lot of
there was
always the prospect of trouble If the
Dried Beef, shed water Sua. Hickory
verdict aid not gratify the higher powteste kM that m war remnaber.
ers. Thus the failure of a Jury to conn.hl fa RA Hnk. m to
Vienna
rye
ry own errrw hkp Hm:
Mm eeU.
vict Sir Nicholas Throckmorton made
arnrl m rise araa.aar.eri with imm! seller aad
a
Hall,
Queen Mary "111 for three days," and
Jut Libb.
ia
Saueif
- M'
lavaebaaaA. rlaf na
she came out of her sick chamber to
Mklatl
Twthm awljNir
Ai- Itahtlv
fine the disobliging Jury (meanwhile
bother inreot bread.
confined in prison) the sum of $10,000
Chicago
Ubby, M?Nill
Libby,
a head. Elizabeth followed the same
plan, and the practice of fining English Juries did not cease until 1670,
when a fine inflicted by the notorious
Jeffreys, was rescinded on appeal.
In some'old time "courts of quarter
sessions" the injunction to lay their
heads together had to be carried out
by Jurymen In literal fashion. When
they began to consider the verdict
they were supposed to dive beneath
Heredity.
the level of the Jurynox and remain
'What freezing manners that girl
In that cramped position until a decihas!"
sion was reached.
"Natural to her. She's the daughter
Meanwhile the court usher stood of an ice cream magnate.''
near the box armed with a long wand
of willow. If any Juryman ventured to
emerge above the surface before the
twelve minds were agreed, down came
Washington "Nationals" (Amerithe wand on the head of the offender.
can League) one of the speediest pitcher
Selfish Fishermen.
of either of the big leaguer ho
reminisIn Weedon Qrossmith's
cences "From Studio to Stage" he devotes a whole chapter to fishing stories, and tells of his friend, Heather
Biff, who. annoyed him frequently by
asking him for a match while angling
during Intensely cold weather. To
supply the request meant pulling in
his line, unfastening his mackintosh,
then the overcoat and finally the undercut! But then who can grudgeso small a thing as a match? Grossmlth writes: "The second day we
II
aV it's the one best beverage for the athlete in
fished It was positively colder. Heath,
training
If
iiaPl
er Biff's pipe had gone out as
'
It. suddenly
got a match?
mWT
The Successful Thirst-Quenchoccurred to me he must have brought
-SYOU
and
Players
Bail
Bafg-For
light
did
he
or
how
him
matches with
Send fof FFM Booklet.
Hagg
I
tUmmmmr
his pipe so I answered, 'No!'
" What a nuisance!' he replied, and
drew in bis line, undid his mackln
COMPANY, Atlanta, Go.
THE COCA-COLtosh, then the overcoat and undercoat.
and, at last, took out a box of matches
Protecting Himself.
'Why,' I said, 'you've got your matches
"The doctor says you have an hour
with you.' 'Yes,' he replied. 'But I
w svv raT
didn't want to catch cold getting to live."
4
"
paper,"
pen
the
said
and
"Give me
them.'
dltttlfifWCl UAH ALWAYS RELIABLE.
"Anglers not only become liars, but dying man.
"To make your will?"
PATfKlTiFS
they become utterly selfish, but never
HAIR BALSAM
"No; I am going to give the doctools, as Dr. Johnson dubs them.
toilet preparation of merit.
aHelps
have come across anglers who are tor a note for 30 days. He will have
to eradicate dandruff.
For Raatorina- Color aad
cads, snobs, liars, knaves, and even to keep me alive that long, at least,
Beauty to Gray or Fad ad Hair,
so as he can collect it"
60c. and 1 1.00 at Drugglsta,
thieves, but never fools!"
Not.

old time juryman. For

the

or

iVa-an-

n

Here's Walter Johnson
Drink
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Power to Be Developed.
The wise and wholesome restraints
of parental love, of family ties, of a
good government, of public opinion,
and even of social observances, are the
for that
best possible preparations
self restraint which is the rock on
which all true liberty Is built.
No slavery is so abject and humlliat
tog as that which chains us in servile
obedience to our own appetites and
passions, and no power on earth can
free us from such bonds except the
This power,
power of
like all others, Is developed by continual exercise, and he who resists or
condemns all external restraints shuts
himself out from this development
t.

Taking the Church to Men.
The man who does not go to church
may now find the church coming to
him. Dr. C. S. Wood of Rosellc, N. J.
has conceived the novel plan of hav
lng the entire church service music
sermon and all recorded by a phono
graph. He will have this record dupll
uted and devote himself to getting
to accept the duplicates as a gift. He hopes in this way
to reach both those who cannot and
those who will not go to church.
No Rest This Side the Grave.
Ascum Do you remember the night

Severe Rheumatism
Grove Hill, Ala.: Hunt's Lightning
Oil cured r"v wife of a severe case of
Rheumatism . ad my friend of toothPrompt Relief Permanent Cure
ache. I surely believe it Is good for
CARTER'S LITTLE
all you claim for It. A. R. Stringer. LIVER PILLS
never
U
BBSS
SBBBBBBBMAdv. fail. Purely vegeta
25 and 50c bottles. All dealers.
sassas- a- . i
act surely aMCARTFRS
ble
but gently on
Man With Ideas.
liver.
"How shall wo advertise our fire the
livER
Stop after
sale?"
dinner dis"Say the goods are still warm."
tresscure

Constipation
Vanishes Forever

Z.

I
indigestion. aw
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
sfe--

Red Cross Ball Blue, all blue, best bluing
value in the world, makes the laundress
smile. Adv.

Genuine must bear Signature

There's no power in knowledge un
less you kuow how to put on the har
ness and hitch up.

.

THE BEST HOT WEATHER TONIC,

GROVE'S TASTELESS Chill TONIC
The Old Standard, General Tonic.

Drives out Malaria,
Enriches the Blood and Builds up the Whole System.

had to take you home from the club
FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN.
a cab and
Nagget Tes, Indeed.
Ascum I don't suppose you have
It is a combination of QUININE and IRON in a tasteless form that wonderfully
hoard the last of It yet?
strengthens and fortifies the system to withstand the depressing effect of the hot summer.
Nagget No, my wife's still living. GROVE'S TASTELESS chill TONIC has no equal for Malaria, Chills and Fever.
Stray Stories.
Weakness, general debility and loss of appetite.
Gives life and vigor to Nursing
Mothers and Pale, Sickly Children.
Removes Biliousness without purging. Relieves
Thrifty,
"Does It cost much to feed the nervous depression and low spirits. Arouses the liver to action and purifies the blood
A true tonic aad sure appetizer. Guaranteed by your Druggist. We mean it. 50c
giraffes?"
"No. Tou see, a little goes a long
way with them." Brooklyn LUe.
I

In

Her Weapon of Offense.
"So Miss Jones cut you yesterday?"
"Yes, She did It with her hatchet
face."
Mra.Wlnelow'a Sooth luff Syrup tor Children
teething, aoftene the gutua, reduoea laflumnia-tloti.ellay- e
a twtUaJS)
paln.curea wind colli-,16-

Men. like watches, are valued by
lelr works.

MfO

ROVSsta,"

u
WraV
tTha Alii Tlata

Your Measure m

mum

e
for lata. For
a III A good suit oeu't be
1 hw vim
aiataii' j Tony rears at have been tell) oa tuude to order
iiaiv An
alothlng at 07.50 and up guaranteeing greater Telnet, better wurktuanebip
and a more perfect at than others can possibly give. SU day deUrerj guaranteed.
tailor-mad-

Let Us Send You Sample Outfit

f eastern Illustration!. Instructions tre- e- any Inexperienced person can take
with onr accurate system We positively guarantee a flt and ablow prices will aatonlin onr friends and neighbors-ta- ke
solute satisfaction. Ourspar
In jour
time Mure price list furnished. Make enough
their ordersyour
own salt. Oan appoint you as our repretentaUre.
proSt to par for
CHICAGO WOOLEN MILLS,

by Von

Vio-Mno.i-

Drup

Depl.00.8SJW. Jsokaon Blvd. .Chicago

O. Mfwpft

Tonn. Prtoo

i.oo

Clovis Woman Club
Give Musicale.
The member of the Clovis
Woman's
Club
entertained
about fifty invited guests at a
musicale at the Elk Home, last

The
Attractively Dressed Man

Friday afternoon, which was
tastefully decorated for the oc
casion with simple summer
blossoms and the hours spent
within its doors will long be
remembered with pleasure by
those in attendance.
As the guests arrived they
were ushered to the punch
bowl which was presided over
by Mrs. A. E.
Smith where
thev were refreshed with de
licious punch.
Ihe following program of
music and readings was arranged by Mrs. A. W. Hockenhull and many guests expressed
their surprise and delight- at
the amount of musical talent
displayed among members of
the club:
"Charge of the
Piano Duet.
Spindler
Hussars."
Mesdames Hockenhull and
Mersfelder.
Piano Solo
Miss Wilson.
Reading, "Daddy"
Lemon

He isn't always the man who pays most
for his clothes. In most cases he is the man
who wears CURLEti CLOTHES.
And, as in all things there's a reason.
The CURLEE reason has sense hoss sense.
The manufacturers figure that by putting
styles and
better cloth more
finer tailoring in other words MORE VALUE into CURLEE CLOTHES they naturally
will sell more clothes.

-

We look at it in the same way.
why we sell CURLEE CLOTHES.

The new Fall and Winter models are
here waiting to be looked over by you.

$12.50 to $25.50
Other Suits
$10 to $25
Priced

Miss Mabelle Davis.
Vocal Solo.
"Mine"
Mrs. Skidmore.
Piano Solo,
Miss Curren

"Angels of
Martin
Mesdames Roose, Winters,
Hockenhull, Miss Winters.
Vocal Solo, "Goodbye Summer"
Ladies Quartette,

L

Eventide"

Mrs. Roose.
Solo.
"Chorus

and
Piano
Dubois
Dance of Elves, "
Mrs, Winters.
Talk by our President.
Mrs. Nutter.
Piano Duet, "Humoreske"
Misses Winters.

That's

Mrs. Bert Curless entertain
ed several friends at six o'clock

Luikart

j&

Presbyterian Church.

Go.

wrm
sonc

PlkkS DOCTOR.
TO
CORE,

Im

(joHirrriE

Ml?

but the way some of our Pills for daily ills are prepared makes them less obnoxious to the young. We
carry a full line of standard remedies, and our prescription department is noted for its quick and careful work and absolute accuracy in compounding.
Our prices are not as high as they ought to be. We
guarantee the purity of all drugs.

the herd law was received last
week by a Logan citizen:
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 13. 1913,
Mr. Fred H. Fitzner,
Logan, N. M.
Dear Sir:
Your letter of the
9th inst. was received yesterday, and I will send you under
another cover copy of report
and opinions of this office, on
the very last pages of which
you will find an opinion on the
subject of tresspassing live
stock where land is not fenced.
There is no herd law in New
Mexico outside of the one of
which you appear to have knowledge, which requires a vote of
the people to put it in force.
That law does not. apply to
Union county, but does apply
to Quay county.
There is another statue to be
found in Section 98
Compiled Laws of 1897, which
requires owners of stock to
keep them under charge of
herders
between the 1st of
March and the end of October,
but the judge of the district
court of your county has decided that the statue has been re
pealed by implication.
Yours truly,
FRANK W. CLANCY.
Attorney General.
of-th- e

Attorneys, Have Your Laws
Up To Date.
Don't forget those splendid

moving pictures at the Lyceum
The New Mexico laws are of
every night.
practically no use unless they
J. R. Walker returned this are completely annotated. There
has been no revision or compilaweek from Union City. Tenn.
tion of our laws since 1897 and
Miss Mary Knight returned positively will not be until 1917,
this week from a phasure trip The undersigned has heretofore
to Amarillo visiting her brother, prepared a full and complete
Rube Knignt.
list of all the amendments,
Mrs. Lizzie O'Hara. of Grady, modifications and repeals of the
was in town on business oe- - laws of New Mexico, commenfore U. S. Commissioned, W. J. cing with the Compiled Laws
of 1897 , through and including
Curren.
The Misses Winters expect to the Session Laws of 1899, 1901.
leave shortly for Albuquerque 1903, 1905. 1907 and 1909, and
where they will enter the hos- has now just completed a full
and complete list of amend
pital to train as nurses.
ments, modifications and reMiss Lee Hayden will leave peals of the Session Laws of
The entire
Tuesday for San Saba, Califor 1912 and 1913.
nia where she has accepted a work consists of over two
lucrative position
as school thousand annotations and includes all available references to
teacher at that place.
C J. Wa!!ac e, of Arkadelphia the New Mexico Reports, the
Ark, returned home the latter Pacific Rr porter and the United
part of the week after a brief States Supreme Court Reports
visit with his son, Campbell A great deal of time and labor
has been spent on these anWallace.
notations and no attorney or
Judge Richardson granted a other person having occasion to
change of venue in the Lynch use our laws, can afford to be
case. The case is to be tried at without a set.
Clovis, in Curry county.
The
This work is printed on white
trial has been set for October gummee paper, n red ink, con
6th. -- Roswell News.
veniently arranged for use.
Tom Clary made a flying trip
PRICE:--S- et
Wild ducks and other migracommencing with
one day this
to Tucuracari
tory
birds are said to be nu- Compiled Laws of New Mexico
week on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Moody Iefr merous in the lake? near Clovis of 1897 down to and including
Mondav for a visit to Kentucky A and already a number of the laws of 1909, $5.00.
Additional annotations
feathered tribe haue fallen befor
Otis Johnson returned Sunday
gu
1912 and 1913, $2 50.
ns
fore
of
local
laws
before
the
of
from a trip to Des Moines, sportsmen.
Complete set. $7.50.
Iowa where he was called on
If you have any doubt as to Address: Frank J. Lavan.
account of the deajh of his step
the effect of oil of mustard ex- Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N.
mother.
M.
Elmer Norris, formerly of ternally applied at the boarding
Clovis, passed through our city house table, information on the
J. A. Abbott, who has been
this week enroute to his home subject may be obtained from here for two weeks with friends
W. H.
Duckworth or Glenn
in Arizona.
gentlemen will left Friday for his home at
Huff.
Beth
R. L. Gregg, a well known
Tuscumbia, Alabama.
blacksmith, formerly of Melrose cheerfully answer any questions
Edwin Scott, brother of our
but now of Plain view, Texas, relative thereto.
worthy
townsman, J. Foster
call
made this office a pleasant
To Trade. For good herd
MelScott,
is the guest of his
Jr.
Monday while en route to
sheep, all or any part of 50
in
Clovis this week.
rose on business.
good brood mares, all bred to brother
Miss Maud Shrum has acceptMrs. D. R. Britt returned to jacks, and two young jacks, alher home in Koswell after a so have a lot of good young ed a position as saleslady at
Dleasant visit with Mrs. Tutt horses and fillies and mules Luikart 's.
will trade, sell for cash, or upGamble.
Miss Bess Wallenberg, who
Adgood
paper.
on
with
time
has
Moye
been visiting her sister.
and wife
Sheriff D. L.
Plain-vieonce,
Box
Mrs.
Harry Highfill, left Mon805,
dress
at
went to Melrose Friday return
5
day
Texas.
for
her home in Trinidad.
ing home Saturday.

Preaching Sunday morning.
dinner Saturday evening and af- In the evening the sacrament o f
ter enjoying the hostess good the Lord's supper will be ad
cooking, the guests acceptei the ministered. The members are
invitation of Mr. and Mrs. Cur asked to be present at this
less to spend the remainder of service.
the evening at the Lyceum
The W. K. T. Club was enter- where the moving pictures
J. M. Brown, who own a nice
helped to make the evening
tained by Mrs. T. J. Burnsworth
quarter
near St. Vrain, is back
pleasantly.
more
hours pss
Tuesday.
being absent sever-era- l
again
hospienjoyed
after
to
the
Those
While each giiest seemed
reports
New Mexico
monts
on
tality
home
Curless
at the
busy with some piece of light
Mr. and Mrs. far superior to parts of Texas
were
occasion
this
needlework, a happy flow of
W. W. Davis and Mr. and Mrs. where he has been. He says
conversation kept pace with the
crops are burned up through
Walter C. Zerwer.
ply of the industrious needle
the greater part of Texas and
and occasional peals of laughthat the cool atmosphere and
ter bespoke the thorough enM rs. Lavine
Rowland and good crops of New Mexico look
joyment of the occasion
children arrived Monday from good to him. Score another
Dainty refreshments were Quanah, Texas to visit her
one for New Mexico.
served at the close ofitfhe meet- parents,
Mr. and Mrs. L. T.
ing.
Friends of Mrs. Buck Roberts,
Mason.
sister of Mrs. W. F. Powers,
The Club will meet next
Miss Lena Owenby of Rogers, will be shocked to learn of her
week with Mrs. Bert Curless.
N. M. arrived this week to at- death which occured Thursday
tend the Clovis public school. evening Sept. 4th at 9:00 o'clock
Special pictures at the Lyceum She will reside with her sister, at Hereford, Texas where she
Friday night.
Mrs. W. E. Marsh.
underwent an operation for tu
mor last Tuesday. Her remains
will be shipped to Powers Point
Texas for interment at which
place she had many relatives
Boys Don't Like Physic
and friends, amonsr them, her
mother who is 80 years of age
jnepiuifE..
THflt

No Herd Law in This State.
The following letter from the
Attorney General in regard to

S4-2-
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OMaB3rt
DESTINY.
'aSi 27- Exodus pv!H
"Blasted art (ftery faaf mourn: for Ike
MEN

t

..

Mi

We Have Just Received

well-mad-

OF

ooMforM."-JrI-

square and about two inches thick, unbaked but very hard
Another traveler, describing the
walls of Pttltom. says: "The lower
e
courses of these walls are of
brick, with chopped straw In them.
But higher up. the courses are not so
good. The straw Is coarse and scanty, and the Inst course have no straw,
bat have sedges, rushes and water
planta. which had been mingled with
the mud In their making." Whoever caa
discern God's dealings wtth typical Israel should be sble to appreciate DIvIm
providence In his life a a Christian.

sasH

wu styled

man
of destiny, find surely many
thing connected with hla ex- J
perteoces look as though the
Lord bad something to do with him.
This does not signify that be was a
up-to-da- te
errant of God far from It! But It
alcan
Wisdom
OiTlne
signifies that
Cooking Recipes.
ways overrule the wrath of man to
So many nquMti have born made by tha laserve Him, and the remainder re
dles af Clovla fur my racelpas used in demonstrain, thus causstrating- Haalth Club Halting- Powder tbat 1
ing all things to
bava decided to rive a limited number each
work out' the Diweek through tha medium of tbe Clovlt Nawa
vine purpose.
which has kindly eonsenti-to print them In
With the eye of
Mas. E. M. Aldbirh.
the weekly.
Bible
Stfaith
N. B. Our nertt weak'
receive, will be on
udents can see
cakea.
many ways in
Bear in mind that boat results ran only ba
which Napoleon's
obuiuod.
By careful meaauramanta.
campaigns work2. By selection of beat materiala.
ed changes which
a. Any rood brand of fl ur.
undoubtedly had
b. Cane sugar for all pastry.
k
to do with the "f strfll no
Oa."
c. pure home rendered lard.
world's progress
d. Health Club, a double action Baking Pow-et- a
during the past century.
which enah:ea you tn baka with eaae and
also
was
Exodus
The Pharaoh of the
without fear of failure by batter falling In
a man of destiny. We have the Divine the ovan.
assurance of that fact: "For this cause
8. By a careful study of your oven.
4 By
have I raised thee up. for to show in
correct consistency
of the dough
thee My Power; and that My name which depends on the brand of flour. Hard
might be declared throughout the wheat flour requiring more moisture to dissolve
earth." (Exodus 9:16.) St Paul de- tbe greater amount of gluten.
BREADS.
clares that God hardened this PhaT. BISCUIT.
raoh's heart that be should not let the 2 cup flour
people go. (Romans 9:18.t God's people level Health Club B.
t
P.
have seriously misunderstood these t level ti
ts salt.
words when in the past they Interpret81ft all together tnree times
ed them to mean that God had created 4 tablespoons melted lard,
man,
wicked,
a
Pharaoh
three fourth cup sweet milk or water.
anil that subsequently He still further Cut i' nl fold dough with a spatula until
smooth, then turn on floured board and roll
hardened his heart
Bible Students now realize that the lightly to desired thickness. Cut out with meApostle meant to tell that from dium cutter. Place in shallow pan well
amongst the Egyptian princes God greased. Do not allOw biscuits to touch. Thus
the heat reaches all parts evenly. Bake in a
raised up to the throne a stubborn quick
oven.
ruler, upon whose heart the mercies of
Graham Gems.
God, in lifting one plague after anoth- 1 cup white flour, cup graham flour. 2 level
-er, would have only a hardening efI
ta Health Club Baking Powdar.
fect Thus God Illustrated the princi- 1 level ts. salt
ple that His greatest blessing to ma- 1 mixing spoon sugar.
cup molasses, one half ts suda. 2 Health Club
nkinda free will may be perverted by Sift together.
I level tsp salt
Meat Pie.
tablespoon melted lard
B. P.. one fourth ctttjT of sugar, cut and fold
Satan to work man's greatest Injury.
Get 25c worth of mixed pork 2 cup butter.
cuo sweet milk
and bake in pan with cover over, set in a pan
Viewing the Othr Elds.
I egg
Bake 2 hours.
half full of wator.
and beef jrround.
Put in a 1 cup lard.
Not all men of destiny are in oppoStir until emooth with bowl of spoon up.
cup sweet milk or water.
kettle with 3 medium sized poGRaiiam nut I.oap.
sition to God, however. Abraham. from right to left over.
cups wh Us flour 4 level
2 cups Graham flour,
Cukn Gshs.
Isaac, Jacob, Moses and others, as
Sea- Cut and fold until smooth.
in
tatoes
small
cut
dice.
Same as Graham Gems substituting rum ts Health Club Baking Powder. 1 ts a It. 2 mix,
well as Jesus and Hla Apostles and
and Line your pan with the crust.
tablespoon melted lard, 2 son with pepper and salt,
ing spoons sugar,
followers, have been men of destiny. meal for Graham flour.
cups
milk. eup chopped nut meals, cut onion if desired,
Eon Mm i ins
and let cook Now to your meat add 1 cup of
Upon these Hla mercies, tenderness
cups flour. 2 level ts Health Club Baking and fold until smooth, and turn into a covered
sweet milk or enough to make a
and gracious promises have a softenuntil tender.
veasel and bake slowly.
Powder.
sufficient gravy.
the
developing
them
in
ing effect
teaspoon salt, 2 mixing spoons sugar, sift
Make a short biscuit crust as
Grasy. 1 tbs butter creamed
HCAI.TH CCUS I.lfSHT BRSAD.
graces of the Holy Spirit "meekneiw. together; 2 aggs, one third cup buttor. one cup
4 cups white flour
together with flour, let come to
follows:
gentleness, patience, brotherly-kindnessweet milk.
2 level cups flour
a boil and pour into a pan and
love."
Stir as Grsham Gema and bake in medium 4 level tablespoons Health Club Baking Powder.
tuvel ts salt. 1 level tablespo n sugar, 2 tableonly
men
oven.
la
destiny
these
of
The
place the crust over the pie.
tsp
2
level
Lav
Health
ton's
cups
milk..
spoons melted lard. 2
aweet
Bake
Cosn Bkkad.
partly worked out In the present life.
Club Baking powder.
Bake in a moderate oven.
as nut loaf.
1 cup meal.
cup
flour
They are permitted to pay a goodly
It
2
Baking
Health
Club
Powder
price for the maintenance of their fel- 1 mixing spoon
lowship with God and their inheri- 2 labtetipooon sugar
lard
tance of His promises. This costs them 2 eggs, onecup melted
sweet milk or water. Moderate
the friendship of the world, and the oven.
loss of many things highly esteemed
Date Muffins.
smongst men; but It brings them the One third cup butter, toe fourth cup sugar.
OOD telephone service depends largely upon mutual courtesy.
"peace of God which passetb under creamed together.
standing." This Is merely a foretaste 1 egg, three fourths cup milk.
The telephone is more useful to those who talk as if face to
of the riches of Divine grace in store 2 level ta Health Club Baking Powder.
1
ta salt, one half cup sugar.
face, for civility removes d ifficulties and facilitates the prompt
for them In Messiah's Kingdom
Eventually, the destinies of these one fourth cup chopped nuts, one fourth
possible
1
connections.
cup milk. Bake in a
est
chopped raisins,
faithful before the Cross and those cup
gam pan and cover with a like gem pan.
united
will
be
faithful since the Cross
Rys Bread.
In that Kingdom, as St Paul declares.
A- - in other intercourse, it often happens that two or more peo2 cups rye flour. 2 cups white flour. 4 level
The Ancient Worthies cannot be made ts Haalth Club Baking Powder, 2 level ts sugar.
ple wish to talk with the same person at the same time. Without
perfect until the Church, of still higher 1 ts salt. 1
cups milk.
destiny, shall have reached her glory.
Boston Bsow.y Bread.
courtesy confusion is ineviable, and the confusion is greater when the
Hebrews 11:38-40- .
loup meal. 1 Cup rye or white flour. I cup
flour.
people cannot see each other.
"I Know Not the Lerd."
1 ts salt.
cup sweet mi'.k. three fourtha
In due time Moses and Aaron pre
sented themselves before Pharaoh, and
The operators must be patient and polite under all circumstandelivered the Divine message. Deri
sively Pharaoh declared. "I know not
ces, but they will do better work if they meet patience and politeness
Jehovah, neither will I let Israel go."
on the part of the telephone users.
It waa a time of testing of faith, not
only to Moses and Aaron, but also to
The Bell Telephone Service enters intimately into the social and
all Israel. Pharaoh with great bard
ness of heart sent forth the edict that
business life of each individual. The best results come through the
the tasks of the Israelites be Increased.
practice of mutual courtesy.
The Israelites were doing forced
work, making brick for public buildings. Apparently tbe bricks were made
of unburnt clay, with straw for a binder. By the new rule, the Israelites
must produce the same number of
bricks per day, but must additionally
scour the fields for stubble to serve as
binders. Thus their tasks were pracDEEPLY INTERESTED
tically doubled: and if not performed,
they were beaten.
laundry work we do on
The
Can we wonder that tbe Israelites, of
waists will please you, and
shirt
Mosea
less faith, murmured against
and Aaron and blamed them for the anyone can tell you that at the
Increase of their
Clovis Steam Laundry you can
Neverthetasks!
tutm
less, by these very have your summer shirt waists
bitter experiences done up
equal to new. We
the people were
collarj, cuffs,
shirts,
launder
the more preps red
to welcome the lib- shirt waists etc. in a manner to
erty subsequently please the most fastideouB.
We
offered
them In
proud
color,
lustre
of
are
our
God's providence
Confirmations of and finish on work sent us, and
this account were know you will be when you see
discover std by If.
Jk "T APOLBON

IV

a "dandy" new line of LADIES' DRESSES
and SUITS, all new and
styles.
Also a splendid assortment of children's
dresses. Remember the Puritan Hosiery is
our leader. None better. Very few as good.

MILLINERY

Don't wait until the last minute to select your
fall hat, as you will need one anyway, but
come and make your selection while selecting is the best. Some exquisite new styles
from copies of imported French patterns.
The season's latest. Our prices reasonable.

Jnj
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G risamore & Osborne
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Op- -

NarlU.

in

1884.

urtfion.
He found the city
of Pltfiom, which the Israelites bulJL
In tbe British Museum tn London and
also In the Metropolitan Museum. New
York, there are on exhibition some of
those very bricks. In slse they are
bout four Inches to eight inches

The
Mountain States
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it.

Steam
Laundry

Clovis

South Main St.

Phone

48.
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I Local an
Judge Geo.

Claud Not

dpersonal

L. Reece,

of

Por-tale-

s.

wag in Clovis on legal
business Tuesday.
Mr. Gran, of Grady, appeared
before the court and was granted his naturalization papers.
Mayor E. R, Hart went to
Yeso on business Monday. He
will return Saturday.
W. 0. Oldham, of Portales.
who is interested in Glovis
National Bank securities was a
visitor in the city, Tuesday.
Dendinger,
Mr.
of Fort
Worth, Texas, who is one of the
largest horse dealers in America
was a Clovis visitor, Tuesday.
A report from Dr. J. Foster
Scott, Jr. is to the effect that
the doctor is hunting big game
in the mountains and endeavoring to regain his health.
Stanfield & Gryder of the
Clovis Feed Store are now ready
to fill your order for Groceries
Hay, or Feed. Phone 43.
tf.
Harvey and Morris, the popular grocers, have arranged some
very attractive show windows.
The decorative genius of 'J. R.
Walker is responsible for one of
the fancy displays.
District Court is in session
this week with Judge Granville
A. Richardson presiding and
district attorney K. K. Scott
and court stenographer McGhee
in attendance.
A.

J. Whiting, proprietor

of

s.

Miss Dollie Woodward spent
the week in Clovis.
Jess Trimble made a business
trip to Clovis Monday.
School opened at the Claud
school Monday
morning with
the enrollment of 18 pupils and
the hopes of a few more a lit
tle later on. Mr. Charlton has
charge of the work.
W. L. Byrne and wife were
in town Monday.
Will Dannelly. of the Dan- nelly Ranch, 17 miles north
west of the city vaccinated
Monday.

Augusta Kos, Jake Reichart
and Will Dannelly
made a
hurried trip to Clovis. Friday.
Jack Can- - expects to leave
shortly for points in California.
Josepa Trimble and daughter
Miss Besse were in Clovis on
business Saturday afternoon.
Mr. Trimble has beer, on the
sick list but is improving now.
F. M. Rose and son Bunch
have moved to Clovis and will
remain for some time.
Miss Myrtle Woodward spent
part of the week with her sister,
Mrs. Bert Wheeler.
Mr. and Mrs. Gurley were in
the Claud vicinity Sunday in
their new car.
Will Kennedy went to Clovis
Sunday and returned Monday.
Fred Kennedy, who has been
visiting with his parents the
last week returned to his work

the 5c and 10c storj left Mon- in Clovis Monday.
day for eastern markets for the
purpose of purchasing a big
Texico Notes.
line of

toys and

Christmas

goods.

J. W. McCarty, proprietor of

the Tennessee Hotel returned
the first of the week trom a

Mrs. Jenkins,

who has been
visiting her daughter in Arizona
for. several
past,
months
with her two children.
Janey and Jennings, has returned,
Her daughter's husband is a railroad man.
Mr. Donaldson, who bought
the Lasey farm,
two miles
west of Texico, has one silo of
130 tons completed, and is putting in another one of the same

visit in old Tennessee. Mr,
McCarty says that New Mexico
still looks good to him.
R. C. Edgell, and J. S. Ed
wards, of Slaton. were Clovis
visitors several days this week.
Mr. Edwards, who is cashier of
the Slaton bank, brought his size.
child here for medical treat
James Oliver has his silo up
ment.
and filled. It holds 100 tons.
Mr. Doke has a silo which
Theo. N. EsDe. Chief of the
will
hold 250 tons. He began
General
of
the
Field Division
filling
it Monday.
headquarters
with
Office
Land
Tues
Clovis,
Mr.
in
was
Withers, of Farwell, is
Fe
at Santa
splendid
a
Espe
is
Mr.
in a silo on
putting
day.
his farm
the
of
one
is
which
will
young fellow and
hold 130 tons.
very best men in the governWm. King, is putting down
ment field service.
two silos. One on his place and
The Clovis band is now boast- one on a rented place.
ing of an investment of $1800 Henry Cuatis, who lives about
in instruments, the very finest six miles South of Texico. in
manufactured, which they pur- the same community of Mr.
chased without aid from the King is also putting up a silo.
citizens. Some of these instruThere are two more farmers
ments were on display at the in Mr. Curtis neighborhood
Magic City Furniture Co. win- who
are putting up silos.
dows this week.
Mrs. Hatch and daughter,
Presbyterian Church.
Miss Winnifred left Tuesday for
Pecos, Texas where they will
Special program for
Rally
join Mr. Hatch, who preceeded Day next Sunday
in Sabbath
them there several months ago School. Let all
the congrega
and where they will hereafter tion be present. No preaching
reside. Tney leave a large cir- Pastor gone to meeting
of sy
cle of friends in Clovis who renod at Tucumcari.

gret their departure.

The Fleming Insurance and
Abstract Company and the real
estate and brokerage firm of
Bryan and Brown have rented
the Harris building which was
recently vacated by the Campbell Confectionary, and are hav
ing it partitioned and fitted up
for office rooms which they
will soon occupy. Fleming &
Co. will occupy the South half
of the building and Bryan and
Brown the north half.

Jeremiah Moore, Pastor
Methodist Church.
"A Time For Examination"
will be our morning theme.

"Under the Juniper Tree or
the Cause and Cure of Discour
agement, is the subject for the
'
evening service.
We would be glad to welcome
you to our Sunday School.

Wallace

R.

Evans
Pastor.

BIBLE STUCJY'OW
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LAST
and ALWAYS

FIRST

THl VICTORIES OF FAITH.
Aots 7iS'16j "brw 11:20-22--J f
U th
wictory that oxerromrth IM
world, avm our faith."- -! John M- K lira in a day when faith la

greatly discounted. People
teem disposed to any. "1
care not what a mac be
lieves, tf only his life be honorable."
By thla generally la meant that faith
ta of no conaoquence. Tboae who ao
hold usually put honor of men aa the
higheat goal. Their aenUmenta. trans-lateInto piain English, would be,
"With alt your getting, get money and
prosperity; for without these, you will
never prosper In the preaent life."
The Bible standpoint, however, la
the very reverse of thla. Ood's Word
puts faith first, and builds character
upon that faith. Ood declares that no
human being can do perfect works.
Hence He has not
made works (he
faith L
standard. Faith la
XL
God's standard. and wm'ouT
y4T
WORKS
He assures us that
IS DEAD
whoever has the
proper faith muat
necessarily have
W I WOCK3
work) to correlYSAUONB
spond.
NOT
In line with this
principle, we iiuto ACCEPTABLE
that (Sod's favor
ites of the Bible hare all been men of
faith. Their faith did not make tbem
perfect, nor were their worka always
acceptable In Ood's algbt. But He
them for evil worka. and reward
ed them for faith. Thus we find in the
Bible record that aotne of God's fuvor- Ites committed grievous slna and made
serious mistakes. Nevertheless, they
maintained God's favor, by reason of
their faith. Of all religious books ever
written the Blblo la perhaps the moat
candid. It tells of the mistakes and
the slna .if the very men which it holds
up as examples. Yet the Bible Incul
cates the highest possible standards of
righteousness,
in word, deed and
thought
The Faith Before CHriat Came.
The tlrst proclamation of God's purposes' respecting humanity was made
to Abraham. After Abraham had manifested his faith, God declared that
He would greatly bless him and his
posterity, so that through him would
eventually com children who would
accompliah the great work of blessing
mankind, and who would rescue all
from the power of sin and death. "In
thee and In thy Seed shall all the futu
llles of the earth be blessed."
For years God tested Abraham. Yei
"his faith ataggered not." After Isaac
had been born and as yet had no child.
God directed that this son of promise
be sacrificed. What a grand develop
ment of faith Abraham hud acquired
when he was ready to obey, accounUng
that God was able to raise Isuuc from
the dead: O the blessing of such faith:
It was the same with lsauc and Jacob. That promise Influenced the whole
course of their Uvea. Although they
understood practically nothing of how
God would accomplish so great a blessing, yet their faith laid hold upon the
fact. It made tbem more like God. It
shaped every interest of life.
By and by. Israel was culled the people of God.
The Covenuut of Stual
pledged them to be a holy nation. God
covenanted with them that if they
would keep His Law blamelessly. Ha
would fulfil lu them the Promise made
to Abraham. He knew that Imperfect
men could not keep Hla perfect Law:
but He let them try. thereby learning
the lesson. Through that lesson He
would give instruction to the angels
respecting His righteousness, and also
to Spiritual larael. whom later He
would develop and through whom the
blessing actually would come.
During the Jewish Age. God blessed
those Israelites who shared Abraham's
faith. St I 'u ill could enumerate u con
siderable number who pleased God be
cause of their faith. Those Ancient
Worthies, although they will not be the
Seed of Abraham in the highest sense,
on the spirit plane, will be the seed of
blesslug on the earthly plane the channel through which blessings will ulti
mately come to all natioua.
Faith Since Christ Cam.
Christ's coming did not change th
Divine Purpose, and therefore did not
change the faith of God'a people Jeans and the Apostles believed and
taught the very Goapel which St. Paul
auys, Ood preach
ed to Abraham.

The
Clovis National
Bank
'THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"
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Later,

under the guidance of the

Holy Spirit, the Apostle Instructed the
early Church that The Messiah would
not be one person, but many. Not Jesus aloue would be the Seed of A bra

ALWAYS SAFE.

Notice to School Children.

children who are six
years of 8ge before Xmas mav
ham. but .lesus the Head and the enter school, otherwise
will
ChuVeb the Body, would be that Seed.
Jesus was represented by the head of have to wait until 2nd semister
Isaac, and the Church by hla body, aa begins.
St. Paul says. "We. brethren, as Isaac

was. are the children of Promise."' It
has taken the entire Gospel Age to
develop this Body, the Church.
This Is "the faith once delivered to
the saints." the hope set liefore us lu
the Gospel, which sanctifies our hearts,

All

Machine Oil, best grade, at
Barry Hard war e'Co.

pastor of
Baptist church returned
with his family Fr'day from
Singing Convention.
Nash, Oklahoma, whfre hey
The District Singing Conven- have been visiting his relatives
tion meets at Locust Grove and taking a much deserved vaSchool House, four miles south- cation.
west of Texico Farwell. on SunTo Trade. For good herd
day, Sept. 27th. Everybody invited to come. Aa winter in sheep, all or any part of 50
approaching, this may be the good brood mares, all bred to
last meeting until spring. Come jacks, and two young jacks, aland let's decide on this ques- so have a lot of goorl young
horses and fillies and mule
tion. Bring well filled
and we will eat, sing and have will trade, sell for cash, or upon time with good paoer. Ada jolly good time.
James W. Powell, Pres. dress at once, Box 805. Plain-vie5
Texas.
E. G. Blair. Se.c'y.
Rev. Milton Reece,

the

I

--

ba.-ke- ts

S4-2-

Get your

Groceries at the

Clovis Feed Store.
Stanfield &
Gryder will treat you right, tf

U.

McCormick and Deering
binders, twine and repairs at
Barry Hardware Co.

S. Commissioner s Office

W.J.CURREN
FINAL PROOFS
CONTESTS
LEAVES OF ABSENCE

3:8.)
(Galatian
The Message still

was that all tb
e a of the
in

fa

1

1

earth
blessed

1

would

be

FILINGS, ETC.

through

Seed
Abraham's
But there was an
additional feature
to be proclaimed;
.SEBVKE,
uamely. that God
bad begun the work of irovidlng this
Heed Messiah. God had sent His Sou
into the world, that He might become
the Seed of Abraham on tb spirit
plane, and eventually fulfil every feature of the orurinal Proud.
--

ALWAYS CONSERVATIVE,

Three years experience in the
Land Business.

i

Notice of Sale of Real Estate.
Whereas, on the 17th day of

oai

in- -

kx collect-

-

prohibit- -

ig a large
owned by
lpaid taxes,
inpr that an
ras put on
i the tax- should not
m Reynolds of
the injunc- IbleOct. 5th
will decide
Tction shall be
or dissolved.
suit comes up
1a county, where
Iwas trying to sell
for taxes which
delinquent
several
owners f the prop- lat the tax sale law
last legislature re- nous laws in re- Uei, and hence
ar enforcing the
that vylfe de- the law came
he district judge

I

mm

l

Ht the treasurer.
Kb been appealed

July 1911, in an action pending
the District Court of Curry
unty, New Mexico, wherein
es Wall was plaintiff and
mas wilbourn was defend- said cause being numbered
on the docket of said court,
judgment and decree in parti
tion war ronrlprpH and onrArorl
of record as to the following
described real estate, situate in
Curry County, New Mexico, t:
The NW
of Section 7,
Township 3 North. Range 37
East, N. M. P. M., and
Whereas, in said action, on
the 10th day of July, 1913, an order was made and entered of
record wherein said real estate
was ordered sold and the pro
ceeds distributed according to
the rights of the parties as determined and astablished in said
judgment and decree.
Now therefore, notice is
hereby given that the undersigned as Special Master of court
in obedience to the orders, judgment and decree in said cause.
will expose and offer the above
described real estate for sale, at
public out-cr- y
to the highest bidder, for cash in hand, on the
19th day of September A. D.
1913, at the hour of two o'clock
in the afternoon, at the south
door of the Court House in the
city of Clovis. Curry County,
New Mexico.
This 19th day of August, 1913.

Puritan Hosiery
The best and most complete line of L
ever brought to Clovis. All colors, shai

to-wi-
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Bwurt.
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stylish ribbons for trimming use.
Our new goods are now arriving daily.
.
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G nsamore

For Sale. One thoroughbred
Jersey bull calf, 3 months old.
Price $15. Inquire at this office.

Money! Money!

Blacktower school district. No,
Curry Co. N. M., wish to receive bids for the erection of a
school buildinjr to be
erected at. Blacktower, N. M.
as per plans and specifications
to be found in the office of the
County Superintendent at Clo
Bids will bo received up to
September 20th 1913 at 2:00 p. m.
File all bids with the county
superintendant.
We reserve he right to reject any or all bids.
Fifty
Terms of payment:
per cent when house is received,
balance to be paid June 1, 1914.
Signed
K. V. Stott,
L. W. Locker,
R. H. Crook.
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at once!

See us

For Sale. Two good Gasoline
Engines, in good condition and
ready for business. Inquire at
this office.

The
Union Mortgage Co.
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For Sale. -- Thoroughbred S.C. ej. ue
Brown Leghorn chickens. One
dozen choice young cockrels $1.00
wh
each. Inquire at this ofPce.

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no-

5

Building to be completed Oct.
20th.
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of her sons
EEPLY INTERESTED
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banquet
owed her a The laundry work we do on
cently wheher off in 8on8jn. shirt waists will please you, and
Commerc"
anyone can tell you that at the
whicj Femjng said that the Clovis Steam Laundry you can
have your summer shirt waists
hr and naid it o!F in Coun- - done up equal to new. We
launder shirts, collarj, cuffs,
Commissioners.
waists etc. in a manner to
shirt
greeted
was
This statement
1
I
.L
please
the most fastideous. We
IUI iiiuuuciuua
aiiauoc w
,ecially by the Curry County are proud of our color, lustre
and finish on work sent us, and
visitors.
know you will be when you see
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The Lyceum theatre is being
treated to a new coat of paint
and other improvements.
Jessie Moore left Saturday to
teach school at the Bell District,

Bnday four miles eat of
I son,

F ree Baking

Claud.

Miss Verde Norris arrived this
week from Holton, Kans.. to
teach in the primary grades.

fcday

The Magic City Furniture Co.
of Clovis to attend a Free Baking

Wm
Duckworth left Thurs
day for the eastern markets to
buy goods for the Southwestern

store beginning

Thursday, Sept.

Drug Co.
Jake Noble left this week for
py Bonham, Texas, where he has
accepted a position with a cotton
concern.
in
Miss Delia Unruh, sister of V.
M.
S. Unruh returned to her home
as in Lamed, Kansas after a pleas
n ant visit with her brother here.
Miss Mabel Puckett left this
me
week for Ft. Worth Texas where
ed today she will enter the Polytechnic
na where College this winter.
by the
Miss Mabell Davis has accepted a position as school teacher at
winter's
s tne Blacktower for the
Theo- - term.
ed here
Miss Anna McMahon
left
Thursday for Carlsbad to take
Mr. charge ( her school work at that
last city.
Mr. S. Hinman who has been
in southern Michigan on real esJoods Co., tate business is expected home
aluminum this week.
retty and
Mr. E. S. Claiborne, the widecups are
awake real estate hustler of our
lildren.
city, leaves shortly for a visit to
student at his old home lb LaFollette, Ten.
mat Canyon The Misses Madge and Hor- Wk:
to hrr
,with tense Tate returned Thursday
from Melrose where they have
been visiting Miss Kittie De- We is
Graftenreid.
Hon. Keith Edwards of Ft.
t&tft the Sumner was in Clovis the early
be employed part of the week in the interest
the fall and of the "Melon Day" feast at Ft
Hren traffic genSumner the 10th.
The Misses Mildred and Mary
B)uckworth. pro- - McMahon left Sunday for Las
p Smith wpst.prn Vegas to attend the Normal at
Bbr the East
that point. Mrs. McMahon ex
of holiday pects to leave shortly for Las
Bpopular store on Vegas to keep house for her
daughters during their stay at
Kings and fam school.
from Oklahoma
Ethel Crcok
Air. Snelling has Married.-Mi- ss
Cooper,
M.
J.
and
at the home
sit ion in the 0.
H He savs he is of the brides parents, Black-toweN. M., Wednesday, Sept.
Wt to cool New
3rd at 1:00 o'clock p. m. by Rev.
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Iews,
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I
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-

r,

and

the other

Wilmon.
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and continuing until Sept. 1 7th.
Mrs. E M. Aldrich, an expert in the arl
tical and economical baking will prepare an
new and delicious dainties. Seats will be
so you may sit in comfort. Lectures each afi
from 2:30 to 5:30.
Monday's menu will consist of Health Club Tea Biscuits, Devil's
Cake, Corn Bread, Doughnuts, Health Club Special Cake.
A Standard Glass Measuring Cup will be given each lady retur'nii
the Baking School the front part of the label which reads "25 oz. One SpoJ
I
taken from a id oz. can or
1

C

4

Health Glub Baking

Pow

"For Success in Every Baking V
PROFESSIONAL

Jackson has purchased that
elegant Cole car from B D. Oldham, and will run a livery auto.
This car is the finest in Eastern
L.
New Mexico, when speeded up
Physician & Surgeon
to 25 miles an hour it hardly apSpecial attention to diseases of pears to be moving. The News
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat reporter is indebted to Mr. Jackand Fitting Glasses.
son, for a fine ride the other
Over Firat National Bank.
evening.
Residence Phone 5.
Office Phone 158.

DR. A.

Clovis,

C.

DILLON

-

New Mex.

D. D. Swea r j n g i n
of the firm of Dm Presley
of Roawell

A Magdelana wor
day bought one
yards of c!uth to
and we really belie"

wearing the dress
the yard and a half
fact there are a numl
dalena's elite who aei
cut down this amour
will be here soon.
when a man witt 'n
dress bills to payi
and Deering News.

McCormick
binders, twine and repairs at
Machine Oil, b
Barry Hardware Co.
Barry Hardware

Swearingin

will be in Clovis from
to 20th ot each month

the 10th
treating

diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses.
DR. H. R GIBSON

FIRST

and ALWAYi

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases

of women.

PATIENTS EXAMINED

FREE

The bride, previous to her
Bmpany "K" who marriage, held the responsible Office over Skidmore Drug Store
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
Hiding the big
position as operator
for the
New Mexico.
Clovis,
Camp
at
Santa Fe at Becker, N. M.
Hned Wednesday,
The groom is employed with
e
nwill visit
the water service for the Santa
before. Fe at this place
The
rela-kwhil-

Remember

Clovis Studio
for all kinds of
PHOTO WORK
Your patronage
solicited

W. E. Copeland

The
Clovis Nationa
Bank
THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

STATE and4r. T. & S.i
DEPOSITORY
ALWAYS CONSERVATIVE;

ALWAYS SAFE.

Tom Dresser left Saturday for
Roswell to make his future home

You are cordially invited to
attend the Malleable Range

at Barry
demonstration
Hardware Co. during the
week of Sept 8, to 13.
Another good ahower fell
Thursday evening and again
Sunday evening, having the
"BIG BILL"
WrAHtlincr Russian Grizzly Bear with the Barnes Circus which ex effect of giving all vegetation
hihit her Saturday. September 6th. Performances will be sriven again the tint of springtime
street parade at 10:30 ife.
at 2 and 8 o'clock, and a glittering mile-lon- g

WE SELL

at Wholesale or Retail

Corn Meal, Chops, Maize Chops and Kaffir Chops.
All kinds of feed. Chicken and hog feed
'. .
We can do your threshing now

Clovis MiU, J. B. WAITS,

Prop.

